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ABSTRACT 
 
In hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments for organic-rich mudrocks, some 
issues that pose challenges in pre-completions design include selection of intervals for 
stimulation treatment, and selection of proppants for stimulation design. After the 
stimulation treatment, a key post-completions issue is the detection of the fracture and 
evaluation of the fracture performance. The application of petrophysical and geophysical 
analysis can offer potential solutions to these issues, thereby lead to improvements of both 
pre-completions and post-completions design of the hydraulic fracturing treatment. 
The objectives of this dissertation are (a) to introduce a rock classification 
workflow, which integrates geologic, petrophysical and geomechanical analysis, for the 
determination of zones for fracture stimulation treatments, (b) to develop a new technique 
for characterization of mechanical damage in proppant packs to improve the selection of 
proppants for stimulation treatment, and (c) to investigate the use of nanoparticles as 
contrast agents that enhances magnetic susceptibility measurements for the detection of 
hydraulic fractures after stimulation treatments. 
I first demonstrated that the integrated rock classification workflow, which 
includes geologic attributes of the formation, in-situ stress assessment capturing the effects 
of anisotropy in organic-rich mudrocks, and also takes into account anisotropic poroelastic 
coefficients, can improve the selection strategy for completion zones. Next, I introduced 
the application of the Hertz-Mindlin granular contact model to approximate the effective 
elastic properties of proppant packs. I used the calibration parameters of the Hertz-Mindlin 
 iii 
 
model to develop correlations for the prediction of weight percentage of crushed 
proppants. Finally, from laboratory investigations, I demonstrated that superparamagnetic 
nanoparticles when mixed with proppants enhance the reliability of detecting fractures 
using magnetic susceptibility measurements. I also presented the sensitivity of the 
magnetic susceptibility measurements to the composition of proppants, concentration of 
nanoparticles, and the width of the induced fractures.  
The outcomes of this dissertation demonstrate significant contribution of 
petrophysical and geophysical analysis in achieving better fracture performance from 
completions design. Better fracture performance can be achieved by improving the 
strategies for identifying prolific zones for fracture initiation and propagation, achieving 
good fracture conductivity from the selection of proppants, and analyzing post-fracture 
performance of hydraulic fracturing treatments. These improvements could in turn result 
in improved rates and recoveries from organic-rich mudrock formations. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
a1, a2, a3, a4 Correlation fitting parameters 
an Radius of contact area 
b1, b2, b3, b4 Correlation fitting parameters 
C Coordination number 
CIJ
dry Dry stiffness coefficients of compliance tensor 
CIJ
sat Saturated stiffness coefficients of compliance tensor 
CIJ
VTI Stiffness tensor in a VTI medium 
Cijkl Stiffness tensor 
Cn Concentration of nanoparticle solution 
d core diameter, cm 
Di loop sensor diameter, cm 
fi Volume fraction of the ith mineral component 
ft Fraction of grain contacts having no slip 
Fn Normal contact force 
Ft Tangential contact force 
Gs Specific gravity of proppant grains 
hprop Height of proppant pack 
k1,k2,k3 Core-calibrated correction parameters 
kd Dynamic bulk modulus 
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K Bulk modulus of proppant grain material 
Kfl Bulk modulus of the fluid mixture 
KHM Effective bulk modulus of identical-sphere packing 
KHS+ Upper HSW bounds on the bulk modulus 
KHS- Lower HSW bounds on the bulk modulus 
Kiso
sat
  Apparent isotropic bulk modulus of the saturated rock 
Kfi Bulk modulus of the ith component of the fluid phase 
Km Grain bulk modulus of the rock 
Kmax Maximum shear modulus of the constituent components 
Kmin Minimum shear modulus of the constituent components 
Mi Elastic modulus of the i-th mineral component 
Mp Mass of proppants 
MV Voigt upper bound of the effective elastic modulus 
MVRH Arithmetic average of the Voigt upper bound and Reuss lower 
bound 
MR Reuss lower bound of the effective elastic modulus 
n Total number of available measured/estimated points 
nf Number of fluid phase components 
N Total number of rock/mineral components 
P Effective pressure applied to the spheres 
Pp Pore pressure 
R Sphere radius 
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Si Fluid saturation of the ith component of the fluid phase 
Sn Normal stiffness 
St Tangential stiffness 
xi Volumetric concentration of rock component 
xcore Core measurements 
xest Well-log-based estimates 
Vf Drilling fluid velocity 
Vij Wave velocity wave with propagation in the i direction, and 
polarization in the j direction 
Vp Compressional wave velocity 
Vp(0ᵒ) Compressional -wave velocity parallel to the bedding 
Vp(45ᵒ) Compressional -wave velocity at 45ᵒ with respect to the bedding 
Vp(90ᵒ) Compressional -wave velocity normal to the bedding 
Vs Shear wave velocity 
Vs(0ᵒ) Shear-wave velocity parallel to the bedding 
Vs(90ᵒ) Shear-wave velocity normal to the bedding 
VT Stoneley-wave velocity 
Wc Weight percentage of crushed proppant 
wf Width of hydraulic fracture 
h Biot’s coefficient of effective stress in the horizontal direction 
v Biot’s coefficient of effective stress in the vertical direction 
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 Thomsen shear anisotropy parameter 
 Thomsen anisotropy parameter  
n Normal displacement 
Δ Change in volume magnetic susceptibility 
Δtp Travel time of the compressional wave 
Δts Travel time of the shear wave 
 Thomsen compressional anisotropy parameter 
εh Minimum horizontal strain 
εij Strain tensor 
εv Maximum horizontal strain 
 Volume specific magnetic susceptibilities 
rel Relative response 
uncor Uncorrected volume specific magnetic susceptibilities, 
dimensionless 
μ Shear modulus of proppant grain material 
μd Dynamic shear modulus 
μi Shear modulus of rock component 
µHM Effective shear modulus of identical-sphere packing 
µHS+ Upper HSW bounds on the shear modulus 
µHS- Lower HSW bounds on the shear modulus 
µmax Maximum shear modulus of the constituent components 
 xii 
 
µmin Minimum shear modulus of the constituent components 
 Poisson’s ratio of grain material 
hor Horizontal Poisson’s ratio 
ver Vertical Poisson’s ratio 
 Bulk density 
f Drilling fluid density 
σh Minimum horizontal stress 
σij Stress tensor 
σv Overburden stress 
n Tangential displacement 
 Porosity of spheres pack 
 Mass normalized susceptibility 
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ACRONYMS 
 
AEC Advanced Energy Consortium 
ANN Artificial Neural Network 
API American Petroleum Institute  
CNT Compensated Neutron Tool 
CQ Completion Quality 
CSEM Controlled Source Electromagnetic 
ECS Elemental Capture Spectroscopy 
GPB Great Permian Basin 
HC Hierarchical Clustering 
HM Hertz-Mindlin 
HSW Hashin-Shtrikman-Walpole 
HTNCC High Thermal Neutron Capture Compound 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
IP Intermediate Density Proppants 
LVDT Linear Variable Displacement Transformer 
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
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MS Magnetic Susceptibility  
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
PEF Photoelectric Factor 
RMSE Root Mean Square Error 
RQ Reservoir Quality 
SP Stress Profile 
SQUID Superconducting Quantum Interference Device 
TEM Transmission Electron Microscope 
TOC  Total Organic Content 
XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
VTI Vertical Transverse Isotropy 
VRH Voigt-Reuss-Hill 
VSP Vertical Seismic Profiling 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION  
 
This dissertation introduces new methods that apply petrophysical and geophysical 
analysis for the improvement of completions design for hydraulic fracturing stimulation 
treatments in organic-rich mudrocks. First, this dissertation introduces an integrated rock 
classification and workflow which incorporates anisotropic stress gradient, petrophysical 
and geological evaluation, for the selection of completions zones in organic-rich 
mudrocks. Second, this dissertation investigates and develops a new technique using 
geophysical analysis of acoustic measurements for the characterization of mechanical 
damage in proppants selected for completions design for organic-rich mudrocks. Finally 
this dissertation investigates a new technique in which geophysical analysis of magnetic 
susceptibility measurements is applied for the enhanced detection and location of 
hydraulic fractures in organic-rich mudrocks. 
 
1.1 Background  
Organic-rich mudrocks are characterized by complex mineralogy, heterogeneity 
and low permeability. Hence, safe and economic recovery from these formations depend 
on effective completions design. Completions generally play a vital role in field 
development because they represent the interface between the subsurface i.e., reservoir, 
and the surface production. Completions design cuts across many fields such as 
engineering, geology, petrophysics, hydraulics, chemistry and material science. The 
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decisions required in completions design vary depending on the type of completion. 
Examples of the types of completions for a well include well tubing design, perforation 
technique, stimulation treatment (i.e., acidizing and hydraulic fracturing), artificial lift 
system, and sand control system (Bellarby, 2009). This dissertation focuses on new 
techniques that apply petrophysical and geophysical analysis for the improvement of 
completions design for hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments.  
A successful hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatment requires strategic planning 
for both the pre-completions and post-completions stages. One major challenge in pre-
completions design stage is the determination of zones for fracture placement. It is very 
pertinent to identify zones that would support fracture initiation and growth, as well as 
zones that could serve as fracture barriers. Another challenge in pre-completions design 
stage is the selection of proppants. A poor proppant selection procedure leads to 
inefficiencies in the creation of the conductive pathways for production from the reservoir. 
In the post-completions stage, the evaluation of the hydraulic fracture location and 
geometry is also challenging. Having a good understanding of the location and geometry 
of the fractures generated by the treatment, can assist in the assessment of fracture 
performance and recovery from the fractured wells. 
 
1.2 Literature Review  
1.2.1 Hydraulic fracturing  
Hydraulic fracturing is a well stimulation treatment in which a proppant-loaded 
fluid is pumped at a sufficiently high pressure to create fractures in a formation. This 
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treatment stimulates the flow of oil or gas within the formation into the well. The use of 
the hydraulic fracturing technology, alongside with horizontal drilling, has accelerated the 
economically viable development of low permeability formations such as organic-rich 
mudrocks.  
 The main component materials for hydraulic fracturing treatments are fracturing 
fluids and proppants. Since the inception of the hydraulic fracturing technology in the 
1940s where gelled gasoline mixed with sand was used for the stimulation treatment, 
different types of fracturing fluids have evolved over the years (Rae and Di Lullo, 1996). 
The choice of fracturing fluid depends on factors such as reservoir properties and 
conditions, costs of treatment and environmental regulations. Some examples of fracturing 
fluids include cross-linked gel, hybrid, micellar, foam, and slickwater. Proppants, the other 
main component in fracturing treatments, also exist in different forms, shapes and sizes. 
The choice of proppants depends on factors such as reservoir temperature and pressure, as 
well as the type of reservoir fluids- gas, oil and water (fresh and salt). Advancements in 
the hydraulic fracturing technology can be achieved through petrophysical and 
geophysical analysis for determination of optimal locations for the fracture treatment, 
selection of proppant-fluid combinations, and also determination of location of hydraulic 
fractures. 
 
1.2.2 Petrophysical and geophysical analysis 
 Petrophysical analysis is an integral part of reservoir characterization which 
integrates well log data with core data, to determine petrophysical properties of the rock 
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and their interaction with fluids. Some key petrophysical properties of the rock include 
lithology, net pay, porosity, fluid saturations and pressures, density and permeability.  
Recent interest in the development of organic-rich mudrocks have also led to the 
development of petrophysical and geomechanical analysis techniques for the 
determination of organic richness, and rock mechanical properties of such formations.  
Petrophysical and rock physics properties of the formation can be obtained from 
joint interpretation of well log data from borehole measurements such as natural gamma, 
neutron, density, resistivity, compressional- and shear-wave velocities, and elemental 
capture spectroscopy (ECS). In this dissertation, I focus on the application of petrophysical 
and geomechanical analysis in the pre-completions design of hydraulic fracture 
treatments. The aspects of pre-completions design considered in this work are the 
determination of target locations for the fracture treatment, and the selection of proppants 
for hydraulic fracture treatments. 
 Geophysical analysis is also an important part of the study of the subsurface. The 
three main methods used in geophysical analysis are magnetic, gravity and seismic 
methods. Magnetic methods are used in the measurements of properties such as magnetic 
susceptibility and remanence. Other magnetic methods such as electromagnetic 
measurements can also be used in obtaining properties such as electrical resistivity and 
inductance. Gravity methods are used in the measurement of density, while seismic 
methods are used in the measurement of seismic velocity, as well as density (Hallenburg, 
1998). In this dissertation, I focus on the application of the magnetic susceptibility 
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measurements in the post-completion assessment stage of detection of location and 
geometry of hydraulic fractures.  
 
1.2.3 Pre-completions design: Selection of completion zones for hydraulic fracturing 
treatment 
There are several variables that can be considered in selection of candidate zones 
for hydraulic fracturing treatments. Some of these variables include hydrocarbon-in-place, 
petrophysical properties of the formation such as the porosity and permeability, 
mineralogy, maturity of kerogen sources, presence of natural fractures, geologic features, 
in-situ stresses and anisotropy (King, 2010). Some of these variables can be combined 
using methods such as rock classifications, in order to define the completions selection 
criteria. The selected criteria might not have a fit-for-all purpose because of the high 
variability of organic-rich mudrock formations, however, the concepts of selection criteria 
can be adapted for each formation. 
Rock classifications are carried out for reservoir characterization, and selection of 
intervals for hydraulic fracturing treatment. Previous studies on rock classifications in 
organic-rich mudrock formations focused primarily on petrophysical and formation 
properties such as porosity, Total Organic Content (TOC) and mineralogy (Kale et al., 
2010; Gupta et al., 2012). The geometry of hydraulic fractures generated in organic-rich 
mudrocks is largely affected by geomechanical properties- elastic moduli and in-situ 
stresses. The elastic properties of rocks are influenced by factors such as rock composition, 
pore and overburden pressures (Montaut et al., 2013). Hence, the inclusion of the elastic 
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properties can improve rock classification for selection of candidate zones for hydraulic 
fracturing (Gupta et al., 2012; Saneifar et al. 2014).  
Asides elastic properties, in-situ stresses are the most significant factors 
controlling hydraulic fracturing (Warpinski and Smith, 1989). Several studies have shown 
that organic-rich mudrocks exhibit anisotropy due to partial alignment of plate-like clay 
minerals, as well as the presence of laminations of organic material (Sayers 2005, 2013). 
The application of isotropy models in the assessment of in-situ stresses in organic-rich 
mudrocks therefore results in inaccurate stress gradients (Higgins et al., 2008). Hence, 
anisotropic models such as the vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) are applied for reliable 
assessment of anisotropic elastic properties and stress gradient, which affect fracture 
performance. The incorporation of in-situ stress gradients, that uses appropriate anisotropy 
models, can further improve rock classification for identification of zones for fracture 
initiation and containment in organic-rich mudrocks (Malik et al., 2013; Saneifar et al., 
2014).   
 
1.2.4 Pre-completions design: Selection of proppants for hydraulic fracturing design 
Proppants are injected along with fracturing fluids during hydraulic fracturing 
treatments to create conductivity for the initiated fractures. These proppants make up a 
significant component of the cost of fracture stimulation treatment, hence, strategic 
selection of proppants is a critical element in completions design. There are different types 
of proppant available in the oil and gas industry. These proppants include uncoated sands, 
resin-coated sands, ceramics, and lightweight proppants such as walnut shells, pits, and 
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husks (Liang et al., 2015). The performance of proppants can be affected by proppant 
failure or fines migration, which can be caused by mechanical damage or diagenesis under 
downhole conditions. Crush tests are used in evaluating the mechanical properties and 
crush resistance of proppants used in hydraulic fracturing operations. The original 
guidelines for procedures and equipment used in these tests were provided by the 
American Petroleum Institute (API) standardized crush-testing procedure (API RP-56, 
1983).  The guidelines have been revised to the API RP-19C procedure, with specific 
testing procedures for evaluating proppants used in hydraulic fracturing and gravel-
packing operations (API RP-19C, 2008). Several authors have addressed some 
deficiencies and shortcomings of the crush test procedures (Palisch et al., 2010; Getty and 
Bulau, 2014; Liang et al., 2015). The deficiencies and shortcomings highlighted by these 
studies point to the need for development of improved techniques to investigate 
mechanical damage in proppants. 
Several studies on mechanical damage that leads to compaction and crushing in 
sands have been carried out using ultrasonic measurements during uniaxial compaction 
tests (Fortin et al., 2007; Fawad et al., 2011). Some additional studies for unconsolidated 
sands, have combined the analysis of ultrasonic measurements with the application of 
effective medium theory.  Effective medium theory for granular media such as the Hertz-
Mindlin model (Mindlin, 1949), can be used to investigate mechanical damage in 
unconsolidated sands (Avseth and Bachrach, 2005; Dutta et al., 2010; Zimmer, 2003). The 
concepts from studies on unconsolidated sands can be adapted to proppant, by application 
of the Hertz-Mindlin model in characterization of mechanical damage in proppant packs. 
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1.2.5 Post-completions design: Detection of location and geometry of fractures 
In the hydraulic fracturing stimulation process, the success of a fracture treatment 
is measured by the creation of fracture geometries that are as close as possible to the model 
design geometry in the target zone. It is therefore necessary to have a good understanding 
of the location and geometry of the fractures generated by the treatment.  
Methods for evaluating fracture treatment using borehole measurements are well 
documented. Agnew (1966) introduced the use of temperature surveys as a diagnostic tool 
for evaluating fracture treatment. This technique involves running temperature transverse 
by using conductor line resistance wire-type temperature logging systems in the wellbore 
after completing the fracture treatment to get the temperature profile. The temperature 
decay rate can be calculated and the differences in decay rates used to identify fractured 
zones (Agnew, 1966). Since this method measures fluid properties, it does not provide 
insight on the propped fracture, which is more relevant for determining effective fracture 
geometry. Wright et al. (1998) introduced downhole tiltmeter fracture mapping to measure 
hydraulic fracture growth. The wireline-conveyed tiltmeter measures fracture-induced 
rock deformation in nearby offset wells in relation to time and depth, and inverts the data 
to determine the hydraulic fracture geometry. The challenge with using this method is that 
its resolution depends on the location of the offset well, which makes it difficult to make 
continuous measurements of the fracture-induced tilt at different times and depths (Wright 
et al., 1998). 
There are other existing methods for detection of the location and geometry of 
hydraulic fractures which involve the use of nuclear methods. Gamma ray spectroscopy 
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measurements can be used to detect fracturing fluid and proppants tagged with radioactive 
tracers to give an indication of the propped fracture height (Gadekea et al., 1991).  
McDaniel et al. (2009) introduced the use of resin-coated proppant incorporated with a 
taggant that becomes radioactive when irradiated by a natural gamma ray detectors. More 
recently, proppants tagged with high thermal neutron capture compound (HTNCC) have 
also been employed to detect fracture height using compensated neutron tool (CNT) or 
pulsed neutron capture (PNC) tool (Saldungaray et al., 2012).  
 There are, however, environmental and regulatory concerns about existing 
techniques which use radioactive tracers for the detection of fracture location or geometry. 
Recent research studies in the petroleum industry have been investigating the development 
of nanoparticles as contrast agents for reservoir characterization and advanced reservoir 
surveillance. The concept of this application is adapted from biomedical applications, 
where nanoparticles are used for targeted drug delivery, and enhanced biomedical imaging 
(Yu et al., 2010; Golestanian et al., 2007). Nanoparticles can be synthesized to exhibit 
unique electric, magnetic, chemical and optical properties (Yu, J. et al., 2010).  In 
particular, nanoparticles with superparamagnetic properties can be synthesized and 
applied as contrast agents mixed with proppants that can enhance borehole geophysical 
measurements, such as magnetic susceptibility.  
Magnetic susceptibility is the degree of magnetization of materials in relation to 
an applied magnetic field (Dearing, 1994). Hence, it is defined as the ratio of induced 
magnetization to the inducing magnetization field. Superparamagnetic nanoparticles 
become magnetized up to their saturation magnetization when a magnetic field is applied. 
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The superparamagnetic nanoparticles exhibit a strong magnetic response, and hence a high 
magnetic susceptibility (Wahajuddin and Arora, 2012). Rocks also possess magnetic 
susceptibility properties depending on the mineralogy and geochemical components of the 
rock. However, superparamagnetic nanoparticles possess a relatively higher magnetic 
susceptibility than the natural environment of the rock formation. In hydraulic fracture 
stimulation treatments, superparamagnetic nanoparticles pumped along with proppants 
can act as contrast agents that can improve proppant detection, and highlight the fracture 
location. 
 
1.3 Statement of Problem  
A reliable petrophysical evaluation of reservoir can significantly contribute to the 
challenges identified in the pre-completions and post completions stages. Petrophysical 
and geomechanical analysis is important in the identification of target zones for hydraulic 
fracturing stimulation treatment. Petrophysical techniques can also be applied for the 
characterization of proppant properties necessary for selection of proppants for hydraulic 
fracturing treatments. The effectiveness of the fracture stimulation treatment for 
continuous improvement of the reservoir development can also be evaluated from 
petrophysical and geophysical analysis. In this dissertation, I introduce methods for the 
application of petrophysical and geophysical analysis in the improvement of pre-
completions and post-completions design for hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments.  
In pre-completions design, to address the concern of zone selection for completion 
purposes, I introduce the application of an integrated rock classification workflow. The 
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workflow takes into account the analysis of geologic attributes, petrophysical and 
compositional properties as well as elastic and geomechanical properties to improve the 
selection of zones for fracture placement. A contribution of the integrated rock 
classification workflow, compared to the conventional rock classification techniques, is 
the integration of geological analysis and geomechanical analysis. The geomechanical 
analysis estimates in-situ stress that captures the anisotropy in organic-rich mudrocks. 
Next, I develop a new technique for the characterization of mechanical damage in 
proppant packs by geophysical analysis of acoustic measurements. In pre-completions 
design, this technique seeks to address the challenge in selection of proppants that can 
withstand closure stress in the formation while ensuring the fracturing conductivity. The 
characterization of mechanical damage in proppant packs can improve design of the 
propping agents and quantification of proppant performance.  
Finally, to address the post-completions challenge of detecting the location of 
hydraulic fractures after the stimulation treatment, I investigate a new technique in which 
nanoparticles, when injected with proppants into the fractures, are used as contrast agents 
to enhance magnetic susceptibility measurements. The enhanced magnetic susceptibility 
measurements can be used to detect the location of proppant-filled hydraulic fractures after 
the stimulation treatment. This detection technique can be applied in the field by using 
borehole geophysical tools such as the magnetic susceptibility tool, for near wellbore 
detection of the location of fractures. 
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1.4 Research Objectives 
The motivation of this dissertation is to demonstrate the application of 
petrophysical and geophysical analysis at pre-completions and post-completions stages, 
for improvement of the design and performance of hydraulic fracturing treatments in 
organic-rich mudrock formations. In light of the motivation, I define three main objectives 
for this study. The first and second objectives addresses challenges at the pre-completions 
stages of hydraulic fracturing treatments such as the selection of zones for completion and 
selection of the proppants for the hydraulic fracturing treatments. The third objective 
addresses the challenge of detecting the location of fractures for evaluation of the fracture 
performance.  
The three objectives are defined as follows: 
1. Introduce an integrated rock classification workflow for improving 
completions design in organic-rich mudrock formations. To fulfill this 
objective, the short term goals are as follows: 
a. To incorporate formation geologic attributes, reservoir quality, and in-
situ stress gradient based on anisotropic models. 
b. To make recommendations on zones for fracture propagation and 
fracture containment for completions designs. 
2. Develop a technique for the characterization of mechanical damage in proppant 
packs. To fulfill this objective, the short term goals are as follows:  
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a. To conduct experiments to investigate the variation in porosity and the 
sensitivity of acoustic measurements to both compaction and crushing 
in proppant packs.  
b. To reliably estimate the effective elastic properties of proppant packs, 
effective medium models. 
c. To develop an analytical model for quantifying mechanical damage in 
proppant packs. 
3. Investigate the use of nanoparticles as contrast agents that enhances magnetic 
susceptibility measurements for the detection of hydraulic fractures after 
hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments. To fulfill this objective, the short 
term goals are as follows: 
a. To design magnetic susceptibility experiments to investigate the 
sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to the formation or 
matrix type, proppant type and composition, nanoparticle 
concentration, and fracture width. 
b. To quantify detectable change in magnetic susceptibility. 
c. To investigate the possibility of using nanoparticles as contrast agents 
for enhanced fracture detection. 
 
1.5 Method Overview 
This section shows the workflows and description of methods applied to achieve 
the three objectives of this dissertation. 
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1.5.1 Workflow for integrated rock classification based on geological evaluation, 
reservoir quality, and anisotropic stress profile estimated from well logs (Objective No. 
1) 
Fig. 1.1 summarizes the workflow for the study on integrated rock classification 
based on anisotropic stress model for improving completions design. In this study, I first 
carried out well-log-based geologic facies analysis using core-based geologic facies 
classification and an input of well logs.  Next, I conducted interpretation of well logs and 
core geochemical measurements for petrophysical and compositional analysis to estimate 
the reservoir quality of the formation.  I also analyzed core geomechanical measurements 
and borehole acoustic data obtained from dipole sonic tools to estimate the five 
independent elastic constants. These elastic constants are required to define the stiffness 
matrix for vertical transverse isotropy of the formation. I applied anisotropic stress models 
to estimate the stress gradient of the formation from the anisotropy elastic properties. 
Finally, I conducted integrated rock classification by taking into account the geologic 
facies analysis, reservoir quality based on the well-log-based estimates of petrophysical 
properties, and the estimated anisotropic stress gradient.  
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Fig. 1.1—Workflow summary for the study on integrated rock classification based on 
geological evaluation, reservoir quality, and anisotropic stress profile estimated from 
well logs. 
 
1.5.2 Workflow for mechanical damage characterization in proppant packs using 
acoustic measurements (Objective No. 2) 
Fig. 1.2 shows the workflow for the study on mechanical damage characterization 
in proppant packs using acoustic measurements. The workflow includes both experimental 
and analytical approach. For the experimental approach, I designed and carried out 
uniaxial compression tests for proppant packs. After unloading the samples from the 
compression tests, I carried out sieve analysis to measure the crush percentage in the 
proppant pack. In the analytical method, I applied the Hertz Mindlin model to estimate the 
effective elastic properties of the proppant pack.  
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Fig. 1.2—Workflow for the study on mechanical damage characterization in proppant 
packs using acoustic measurements.  
 
1.5.3 Workflow for application of magnetic nanoparticles mixed with propping agents 
in enhancing near-wellbore fracture detection (Objective No. 3) 
Fig. 1.3 shows the workflow for the study on the detection of propping agents in 
fractures using magnetic susceptibility measurements enhanced by magnetic 
nanoparticles. In the laboratory experiments, superparamagnetic nanoparticles were 
synthesized, and then characterization tests were carried out to determine the size, 
chemical composition, and magnetic properties of the nanoparticles. The nanoparticle 
solution was then used for magnetic susceptibility laboratory experiments.  
I conducted laboratory experiments using a multisensor core logging instrument 
which has a core loop sensor for magnetic susceptibility measurements. I designed tests 
for outcrop samples from the Austin chalk formation and organic-shale rock samples from 
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the Haynesville formation. I created artificial fractures in the rock samples and filled the 
fractures with proppants and fluids (i.e., water or different concentrations of nanoparticle 
solution) being tested. Two types of bauxite-based ceramic intermediate proppants were 
used in the experiments. I investigated the sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility 
measurements to (a) type of proppants, (b) the concentration of nanoparticles, (c) width of 
the induced fracture that is controlled by volume of proppants and nanoparticle solution, 
for both cores from the Austin chalk formation and organic-shale rock samples from the 
Haynesville formation. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3—Workflow for the study on the application of magnetic nanoparticles mixed 
with propping agents in enhancing near-wellbore fracture detection. 
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1.6 Outline of Dissertation 
This dissertation consists of five chapters, with Chapter I covering the background 
of the research, review of literature and overview of methods used in achieving the stated 
research objectives.  
Chapter II introduces a new rock classification technique that integrates four rock 
classification schemes based on (a) geologic facies, (b) reservoir quality, (c) stress profile, 
and (d) completion quality.  The techniques applied in these classification schemes include 
core description and thin section analysis, depth-by-depth formation characterization, 
geomechanical analysis, and artificial neural network analysis. The technique is applied 
to a well located at the Wolfcamp shale in the Delaware basin. The resulting classifications 
are used to identify target zones for hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatment in the 
Wolfcamp shale. 
Chapter III focuses on a new technique based on interpretation of acoustic 
measurements using a granular effective media model, to quantify mechanical damage in 
propping agents used in hydraulic fracture completion designs. 
Chapter IV, demonstrates a new technique for using nanoparticles as contrast 
agents mixed with proppants that can enhance borehole geophysical measurements, such 
as magnetic susceptibility, thereby improving the near-wellbore detection of proppants in 
hydraulic fractures. 
Chapter V summarizes the conclusions of the research, and recommendations for 
future work. 
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CHAPTER II  
INTEGRATED ROCK CLASSIFICATION IN THE WOLFCAMP SHALE 
FORMATION BASED ON GEOLOGICAL EVALUATION, RESERVOIR QUALITY, 
AND ANISOTROPIC STRESS PROFILE ESTIMATED FROM WELL LOGS  
 
A reliable rock classification is the key to identify target zones for successful 
hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatment in unconventional reservoirs such as organic-
rich mudrocks. Such rock classification scheme should take into account geologic 
attributes, petrophysical and geomechanical properties (i.e., in-situ stress gradients and 
elastic properties) to improve the likelihood of successful fracture treatment. However, 
the conventional rock classification methods do not take into account stress gradients in 
the formation. I introduced a new rock classification technique that integrates four rock 
classification schemes based on (a) geologic facies, (b) reservoir quality, (c) stress profile, 
and (d) completion quality.  The techniques applied in these classification schemes include 
core description and thin section analysis, well-log-based depth-by-depth petrophysical 
and compositional characterization, and analysis of geomechanical measurements. 
Geomechanical analysis of core measurements and well logs provided a depth-by-depth 
assessment of minimum horizontal stress assuming vertical transverse isotropy in the 
formation. I performed geologic facies and reservoir quality classification using an 
                                                 
Reprinted with permission from “Integrated Rock Classification in the Wolfcamp Shale Formation Based 
on Reservoir Quality and Anisotropic Stress Profile Estimated from Well Logs” by Aderonke Aderibigbe, 
Clotilde Chen Valdes, and Zoya Heidari, 2016. Interpretation, 4 (2), Copyright 2016 by the Society of 
Exploration Geophysicists and American Association of Petroleum Geologists. 
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artificial neural network analysis, where well logs and well-log-based estimates of the 
petrophysical and compositional properties were inputs to the network.  
The introduced technique was applied to a well located at the Wolfcamp shale in 
the Delaware basin. Based on the integrated rock classification results, I recommended the 
middle of the upper Wolfcamp and the bottom of the lower Wolfcamp depth intervals as 
the best candidates for fracture initiation and fracture containment zones, respectively. 
The selection of these zones were based on the reservoir quality and average minimum 
horizontal stress gradient calculated in these intervals. The proposed integrated rock 
classification technique can improve the planning and execution of completions design for 
hydraulic fracture treatments.  
  
2.1 Introduction  
The economical production of hydrocarbons from tight reservoirs depends on the 
design, execution and success of hydraulic fracturing treatments for the completion of 
these formations. The informed selection of fracturing fluids, additives, and proppants 
plays an important role in the design of hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments. 
However, even with the selection of the optimal treatment parameters, the effective 
execution of the hydraulic fracture is largely influenced by the selection of the target 
zones, as well as the fracture barrier zones. Tight reservoirs such as organic-rich mudrocks 
are characterized by inherent low permeability, variable mineralogy, and heterogeneity. 
Hence, a detailed evaluation that includes (1) petrophysical analysis for determining 
reservoir quality, (2) geologic attributes of the formation, and (3) geomechanical analysis 
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for determining the in-situ stress gradient, is required to identify the target and barrier 
zones for hydraulic fracturing. Previous publications have incorporated reservoir and 
geomechanical properties in optimizing reservoir and completion quality, in order to 
improve economical production in organic shale formations (Cadwallader et al., 2015; 
Jochen et al., 2011; Sebastian et al., 2015; Slocombe et al., 2013; Sun et al. 2015; Wigger 
et al., 2014). These publications have incorporated modelling studies (i.e. hydraulic 
fractures and reservoir fluid flow) with surveillance technologies (i.e. tracers, production 
logs, microseismic and fiber optics) applied to completed horizontal wells in the Eagle 
Ford formation.  Well-log based rock classifications can provide the criteria for zone 
determination by integrating detailed petrophysical and geomechanical analysis with the 
geologic attributes of the formation, when data from completed wells is not available. 
The rock classification approaches can be driven by geologic, petrophysical, or 
production goals (Rebelle and Lalanne, 2014). Previous publications introduced different 
methods for rock classification in organic-rich mudrocks. A core-based rock classification 
method was applied in the Barnett shale, where measurements of porosity, mineralogy, 
total organic content (TOC), and capillary pressure were used to identify petrofacies (Kale 
et al., 2010). Another core-based method applied in the Woodford shale, using additional 
measurements of acoustic velocities, bulk and grain densities, showed good conformity 
between identified different petro-types and production data (Gupta et al., 2012). Popielski 
et al. (2012) applied a rock classification technique using well logs and core data analysis. 
Their application of the developed technique in the Barnett and Haynesville shale gas 
formations showed that rock types can be associated with depositional environments and 
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rock-type facies distribution for integrated reservoir modeling. A direct application of well 
logs that incorporates the estimates of   petrophysical, compositional, and elastic properties 
was developed and applied to the Haynesville shale (Aranibar et al., 2013; Saneifar et al., 
2014). Rock classes were verified using thin section images and previously identified 
lithofacies. The inclusion of organic richness and brittleness in the techniques was 
proposed to improve the detection of fracture-initiating zones (Saneifar et al., 2014). These 
existing core-based and well-log-based rock classification techniques do not assimilate 
state of stresses in rock, which is important for identifying initiation and containment 
zones in hydraulic fracture treatments. 
In a review of rock mechanics and fracture geometry, Warpinski and Smith (1989) 
showed that in-situ stresses are the most significant factors controlling hydraulic 
fracturing. The models used in estimating in-situ stress gradient assume either isotropic or 
anisotropic conditions in the formation. Organic shale formations exhibit anisotropy due 
to partial alignment of plate-like clay minerals, as well as the presence of laminations of 
organic material (Sayers, 2005; Sayers, 2013). Hence, it is essential to use appropriate 
models that account for anisotropy. Anisotropy in shales can be described by assuming 
vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) (Sayers, 1994; Tsvankin, 2005). In a VTI medium, the 
symmetry axis is such that the rock material property is the same along the directions 
transverse to the axis, but different in the direction perpendicular to the axis. Hence, VTI 
is the most common anisotropy model applied to account for anisotropy in organic shale 
formations (Tsvankin, 2005). Recent developments in acoustic logging measurements 
using the diploe sonic tool are now available to obtain anisotropic measurements. These 
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measurements can be used in estimating the anisotropic elastic properties and the 
minimum horizontal stress gradient using the VTI model (Higgins et al., 2008; Pistre et 
al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2006). 
The objective in this chapter is to introduce a rock classification technique that 
takes into account the effects of stress anisotropy in addition to geologic attributes, and 
petrophysical and compositional properties of organic-rich mud rocks. I applied the 
classification technique for identification of best candidate zones for hydraulic fracture 
treatments in the Wolfcamp shale formation of the Delaware basin. 
 
2.2 Method   
The proposed integrated rock classification for the identification of completion 
zones for hydraulic fracture treatments includes four rock classification schemes. The first 
classification scheme is the geologic facies classification. I conducted geologic facies 
classification using a supervised artificial neural network (ANN) method with an input of 
well logs and pre-identified core-based geologic facies as the training dataset. The second 
classification scheme is the reservoir quality (RQ) classification. I conducted RQ 
classification using an unsupervised artificial neural network method with input of well-
log-based estimates of petrophysical and compositional properties. The third classification 
scheme is the stress profile (SP) classification. Well-log-based estimates of the anisotropic 
stress gradient are inputs to the SP classification scheme. The fourth classification scheme 
is the completion quality (CQ) classification, which integrates the results of RQ and SP 
classifications for identification of candidate zones for completions design. Fig. 2.1 shows 
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a summary of the workflow used in the integrated rock classification. The following 
sections describe the four classification schemes, and the methods used to obtain the 
required inputs to the different rock classification approaches.   
 
 
Fig. 2.1—A workflow illustrating the methods for the four classification schemes 
including geologic facies characterization, reservoir quality (RQ), stress profile (SP), 
and completion quality (CQ) classifications. 
 
2.2.1 Geologic facies characterization  
I applied a supervised artificial neural network (ANN) method using an input of 
well logs to characterize the depth-by-depth geologic facies of the formation. In the 
supervised learning method, a training dataset which consists of inputs and corresponding 
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desired outputs is provided to the network. The network learns the relationship between 
the components of the training dataset, and compares the resulting outputs against the 
desired output. A back-propagation algorithm was used to minimize the error between the 
resulting outputs and the desired outputs by continuously adjusting the weights controlling 
the network (Anderson and McNeil, 1992). The training dataset for the geologic facies 
characterization include input of well logs, and the desired output was core-based 
characterization of geologic facies at certain depth intervals. The input well logs include 
gamma ray, uranium concentration, photoelectric factor, compressional slowness, neutron 
porosity, bulk density and elemental capture spectroscopy (ECS) logs. I obtained the core-
based characterization of geologic facies from analysis of thin section petrography and 
core description data which include information on lithology, sedimentary structures, 
fossils, and diagenetic features of the rock. The model created based on the pattern 
recognition between the input logs and the corresponding core-based geologic facies, was 
used for well-log-based characterization of the geologic facies for the remaining depth 
intervals of the formation.   
 
2.2.2 Analysis of reservoir quality (RQ)  
I applied an unsupervised artificial neural network method to determine rock 
classes based on RQ. The applied artificial neural network adopts a hierarchical clustering 
(HC) technique for classification. Unlike the supervised learning method adopted for 
geologic facies characterization, in the unsupervised learning method, the training data 
consists of only inputs, and there is no a priori output. Clustering algorithms such as 
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hierarchical and k-means clustering were used to organize the input data into clusters 
based on the measure of similarity, correlation, or distribution of density. The inputs to 
the method include well-log-based estimates of compositional (i.e., TOC and weight 
concentrations of calcite, illite, and quartz) and petrophysical (i.e., total porosity and water 
saturation) properties. The HC algorithm was applied to organize the input data into 
clusters that represent RQ classifications of the formation based on the petrophysical and 
compositional data in each cluster. The HC algorithm uses an agglomerative approach 
which minimizes the total within-group error sum of squares at each stage of clustering. 
This approach is referred to as the Ward’s minimum variance method (Ward, 1963). The 
number of clusters was set to four to represent four RQ classifications (i.e., RQ1, RQ2, 
RQ3, and RQ4) in the field example of this chapter. The RQ decreases from RQ1 through 
RQ4, with RQ1 representing the rock class with best petrophysical and compositional 
properties. The rocks with best petrophysical properties are those with highest porosity, 
hydrocarbon saturation, and TOC. The best compositional properties refer to lowest 
concentration of clay minerals.  
 
2.2.2.1 Assessment of TOC and volumetric concentration of kerogen  
 I applied the ΔlogR technique to estimate TOC, and then used the TOC estimates 
to quantify volumetric concentration of kerogen (Passey et al., 1990; Quirein et al., 2010). 
In this technique, I overlaid scaled porosity logs such as sonic, bulk density, and neutron 
porosity, on the deep resistivity curve. I then identified the baseline condition, where the 
curves (i.e., sonic/deep resistivity, and neutron porosity/deep resistivity) overlay each 
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other in an organic lean (i.e., non-source rock) interval over a significant depth range. The 
ΔlogR separation was calculated using the mathematical expression given by Equation 2.1     
 log log10 ,baseline
baseline
RR x t t
R
 
 
 
       (2.1) 
where  
max min
log
,
imum scale imum scale
Number of cycles
x
t t

 
  (2.2) 
t is the measured transit time, tbaseline is the measured transit time of the identified 
baseline, Rd is the deep resistivity measurement, and Rbaseline is the deep resistivity 
measurement corresponding to the tbaseline value. The t and tbaseline parameters in 
Equation 2.1 were replaced with  and baseline parameters, when the neutron porosity, 
,curves were used.  
I calculated the TOC as a function of maturity using the empirical correlation given 
by  
   2.297 (0.1688log 10 ,LOMTOC R       (2.3) 
where LOM is the level of organic metamorphism. LOM was determined from available 
laboratory vitrinite reflectance, Ro, measurements. Fig. 2.2 shows maturity in LOM units 
and their corresponding Ro according to the data reported by Hood et al., 1975.   I 
compared the estimated TOC with core measurements of TOC obtained from pyrolysis 
experiments. 
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Fig. 2.2—Level of organic metamorphism (LOM) and their corresponding vitrinite 
reflectance, Ro (Data reported by Hood et al., 1975; Modified from Passey et al., 2010).  
 
I estimated the volumetric concentration of kerogen using two approaches. In the 
first approach, I applied an empirical correlation between available core measurements of 
TOC and the volumetric concentration of kerogen from a nearby well. The volumetric 
concentration of kerogen was obtained from X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. In 
the second approach, I estimated the volumetric concentration of kerogen by converting 
the weight concentration of TOC using the expression given by Tissot and Welte (1978)  
ker
ker
,TOC bo
TOC o
W
V
 

   (2.4) 
where TOC is the kerogen conversion factor, b is the bulk density, and kero is the density 
of kerogen. Published kerogen density data is approximately within the range of 1.2 to 1.4 
g/cm3, and I assumed kero as 1.4 g/cm3 in my analysis. TOC is the weight fraction of carbon 
in a typical kerogen. The published value of TOC ranges from 0.68 to 0.95. In my analysis, 
I assumed a medium value of 0.8 for TOC (Tissot and Welte, 1978).  
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2.2.2.2 Assessment of petrophysical and compositional properties  
 I applied joint inversion of available well logs including bulk density, 
photoelectric factor, neutron porosity, compressional slowness, resistivity and ECS, to 
estimate total porosity, TOC, water saturation, and volumetric concentrations of minerals. 
The ECS logs include aluminum, calcium, gadolinium, iron, silicon, sulfur, and titanium 
weight concentrations. The mineral components assumed in multi-mineral model for three 
Wolfcamp shale interval include illite, quartz, potassium and calcium feldspars, calcite, 
dolomite, pyrite and kerogen. These mineral components were identified from core X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) measurements. I then added the volumetric concentration of kerogen, 
and regional correlation observed between the minerals concentrations, as constraints in 
the multimineral model, to reduce the non-uniqueness of the results. I used ΔlogR 
technique to estimate TOC, and then used the TOC estimates to quantify volumetric 
concentration of kerogen (Passey et al., 1990; Quirein et al., 2010). I used the dual water 
model (Clavier et al., 1977) to estimate the depth-by-depth water saturation. Table 2.1 
summarizes the assumed parameters for dual water model and fluid properties. The 
estimates of petrophysical and formation properties were cross validated using core 
measurements.  
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Table 2.1—The assumed parameters for dual water model and fluid properties. 
 
Parameter Units Upper  
Wolfcamp 
Middle and Lower 
Wolfcamp 
Archie’s porosity exponent , m ( ) 2 1.8 
Archie’s saturation exponent, n ( ) 2 2 
Formation water resistivity ohm.m 0.061 0.057 
Formation Temperature (deep)  oC 67 83 
Mud filtrate resistivity @ 20oC ohm.m 0.15 5 
Formation Temperature (shallow)  oC 20 20 
 
2.2.3 Analysis of stress profile (SP)   
I applied k-means clustering technique to classify rocks based on variation in 
minimum horizontal stress gradient along the depth intervals of interest. k-means 
clustering technique is an unsupervised learning method in which the algorithm partitions 
the input data into k clusters with each data belonging to the cluster with the nearest sample 
mean (MacQueen, 1967). The number of clusters is set to four to represent four SP 
classifications (i.e., SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4). The minimum horizontal stress gradient for 
the SP classification increases from SP1 through SP4, with SP1 representing the rock class 
with the lowest minimum horizontal stress gradient. The VTI model was applied to 
estimate the elastic stiffness tensor using core geomechanical measurements and borehole 
acoustic measurements from dipole sonic tool. The elastic stiffness tensor was used to 
estimate the minimum horizontal stress, which was used to assess the anisotropic stress 
gradient in the formation. The following section describes the methods used for 
assessment of geomechanical properties in detail. 
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2.2.3.1 Assessment of geomechanical properties  
Using the general form of Hooke’s Law for a purely linear elastic medium, strain 
is linearly related to stress and is expressed as                                             
 
,ij ijijklC 
  (2.5) 
where ij is the stress tensor, ij is the strain tensor, and Cijkl is the stiffness tensor.  In a 
vertical transverse isotropy medium, the elastic stiffness tensor in the Voigt notation has 
the form of 
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 (2.6) 
where CIJ
VTI
 is the stiffness tensor in a VTI medium, with C11 = C22, C13 = C31 = C23 = C32, 
C33, C44 = C55 and C66, as the five independent elastic stiffness coefficients (Nye, 1985). 
In addition, by symmetry, C66 can be estimated via 
11 12
66 .
2
C C
C

   (2.7) 
 C33 and C11 represent the vertically and horizontally propagating compressional waves, 
respectively, while C55 and C66 represent the vertically and horizontally propagating shear 
waves, respectively (Higgins et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2006). C33, C44 and C55 can be 
obtained using the compressional, fast-shear, and slow-shear slowness measurements 
from the acoustic tools and bulk density measurements. C33 and C44 can be estimated via 
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 2 033 0pC V   (2.8) 
and  
 2 044 0 .sC V  (2.9) 
C66 can be estimated using the borehole Stoneley-wave slowness measurements 
(Frydman, 2010) via 
 
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2 2
66 2 2
90
,
90
o
T f
f o
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V V
C
V V


 (2.10) 
where Vp, Vs, and VT are the compressional–, fast-shear–, and Stoneley–wave velocities, 
Vf  is the drilling fluid velocity, is the bulk density, and f is the drilling fluid density.  
There are uncertainties associated with the estimation of C66 from borehole 
Stoneley-wave slowness. Stoneley waves are sensitive to factors such as the borehole fluid 
velocity, tool diameter, borehole radius and other formation properties. The borehole fluid 
properties such as Vf and f can be measured or estimated using drilling information such 
as the type of the drilling fluid (Tang et al. 1995). However, the uncertainty associated 
with measurements of drilling fluid velocity can be significant, which in turn introduces 
uncertainty in the estimates of C66. I assumed an initial value for Vf in Equation 2.10, based 
on the reports provided by drilling and logging engineers, to estimate C66. I then calibrated 
the estimated C66 through comparison of the well-log-based estimates against available 
core measurements of C66. 
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Only three of the five independent elastic stiffness coefficients can be obtained 
from the available well logs. The remaining two elastic stiffness coefficients (C11 and C13) 
can be estimated by applying anisotropic models such as ANNIE, modified ANNIE, and 
the further modified ANNIE models. In the ANNIE model (Schoenberg, 1996), the C11 
and C13 coefficients are obtained by applying two constraints. The first constraint assumes 
that the Thomsen anisotropy parameter, is set to zero, which enables the assessment of 
C13. Thomsen (1986) defined three anisotropy parameters, , and, when weak 
anisotropy is assumed in a VTI medium. The parameters , and are given by 
 11 33
33
,
2
C C
C


   (2.11) 
 66 44
44
,
2
C C
C

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   (2.12) 
and 
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
  (2.13) 
According to the first constraint, when  is zero, Equation 2.13 is reduced to  
13 44 332 0.C C C     (2.14) 
The second constraint of the ANNIE model assumes that in the case of shale formations,  
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13 12 11 662 .C C C C     (2.15) 
Suarez-Rivera and Bratton (2009) introduced a modified version of the ANNIE 
model, referred to as the modified ANNIE (MANNIE), to improve the estimation of the 
stiffness coefficients. Quirein et al. (2014) reported that the ANNIE model predicts that 
the vertical Poisson’s ratio, ver, is always greater than or equal to the horizontal Poisson’s 
ratio, hor. Since this assumption is not always correct in anisotropic shale formations, they 
proposed a modification of the ANNIE model, which can be applied to cases where ver ≥ 
hor or ver ≤ hor.  In the modified ANNIE model, the stiffness coefficients C11 and C13 
were estimated using the sequence of equations given in Equations 2.16 through 2.18 
(Quirein et al., 2014) 
  11 1 11_ 1 66 44 33_ 2 ,ANNIEModified ANNIEC k C k C C C      (2.16) 
12 11 662 ,C C C    (2.17) 
and 
13 2 12.C k C   (2.18) 
where k1 and k2 are the core-calibrated correction parameters.  
In both the ANNIE and modified ANNIE models, C66 is required to estimate the 
remaining two stiffness coefficients. Murphy et al. (2015) proposed two other workflows 
to eliminate the uncertainty associated with the estimation of C66. In the first workflow, 
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they proposed a further modified ANNIE model by introducing an additional core-
calibrated parameter, k3. They obtained k3 from linear correlation between Thomsen 
parameters-  and  via 
3 .k    (2.19) 
C66was then obtained by substituting Equations 2.19, 2.11 and 2.12, into Equation 2.16. 
via Murphy et al. (2015) 
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The second workflow given by Murphy et al. (2015) is a velocity regression method in 
which they reconstructed the sonic wave velocities at 45o and 90o. They derived linear 
correlations from core measurements of sonic wave velocities at 0o, and sonic wave 
velocities at 45o and 90o. C11, C66 and C33 are then estimated using Equations 2.21, 2.22, 
and 2.23 via 
 2 011 90 ,pC V   (2.21) 
 2 066 90 ,sC V  (2.22) 
and  
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  2 213 44 11 44 33 44 ,2 (45 ) 2 (45 )o op pC C C C V C C V            (2.23) 
respectively. 
Other methods for obtaining the VTI stiffness coefficients, particularly in deviated 
wells, include the linear inversion of shear wave anisotropic parameters (Chi et al., 2006)  
and the application of walkaway vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data (Horne et al., 2010).  
In this chapter, I applied three anisotropic model approximations including, ANNIE, 
modified ANNIE, and further modified ANNIE models in estimating the dynamic 
stiffness coefficients. I also applied empirical correlations derived from core 
measurements from experimental dynamic and static triaxial tests to convert the dynamic 
stiffness coefficients to the static stiffness coefficients. 
The anisotropic stress gradient assessment was carried out under the assumptions 
of VTI using the poroelasticity model, modified after the Eaton’s equation (Eaton, 1969), 
given by 
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  
  (2.24) 
where σh is the minimum horizontal stress, σv is the overburden stress, Pp is the pore 
pressure, h and v are the horizontal and vertical Biot’s poroelastic parameters, 
respectively, Eh and Ev are the horizontal and vertical Young’s modulus, respectively, h 
and v are the horizontal and vertical Poisson’s ratio, respectively, and εh and εH are the 
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minimum and maximum horizontal strains respectively. The horizontal and vertical 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be expressed in terms of elastic stiffness 
coefficients via (Podio et al., 1968) 
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After substituting Equations 2.25 through 2.28 in Equation 2.24, the anisotropic stress 
gradient can be estimated via (Thiercelin and Plumb, 1994; Savage et al., 1992) 
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The inputs for estimating the poroelastic coefficients h and v are the bulk modulus of 
the mineral phase, Km, as well as the dry elastic stiffness coefficients, CIJ
dry. h and v can 
be estimated via (Cheng, 1997)  
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I obtained Km by applying the Voigt-Reuss-Hill effective medium model (Hill, 1952) 
given by 
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where MVRH  is the VRH average of the bulk or shear moduli, MV  and MV are the Voigt 
upper bound and Reuss lower bound of the effective elastic modulus respectively, N is the 
number of phases, and  fi and Mi are the volume fraction and elastic modulus of the ith 
mineral component, respectively. Table 2.2 lists the assumed bulk moduli for the mineral 
components used in estimating the bulk modulus of the mineral phase, Km. 
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An approximate form of the Gassmann fluid substitution equation (Gassmann, 
1951) for vertically propagating compressional waves in a VTI media, proposed by Mavko 
and Bandyopadhyay (2008), was applied to estimate the dry stiffness coefficient C33
dry 
using the saturated stiffness coefficient C33
sat.   
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where Kfl is bulk modulus of the fluid mixture and is calculated using Wood’s equation 
(Wood, 1955) given by 
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where nf is the number of fluid phase components, Si and Kfi are the fluid saturation and 
bulk modulus of the ith component of the fluid phase, respectively. Kiso
sat
 is the apparent 
isotropic bulk modulus of the saturated rock, calculated from the vertical compressional- 
and shear-wave velocities via 
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Similar to the assumptions behind the fluid substitution models, the anisotropic form of 
approximation given by Equation 2.35 is best suited for low frequency data and rocks 
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that do not have very low porosity (Mavko and Bandyopadhyay, 2008; Mavko et al., 
2009). Furthermore, similar to the isotropic Gassmann formulations, the effective shear 
moduli does not change due to a change in the pore fluid in the anisotropic rock. Hence, 
in this chapter, I assumed that the elastic stiffness coefficients C44 and C66 remain 
constant at dry and saturated conditions. 
 
Table 2.2—The assumed bulk moduli, Ki, for the mineral components existing in the 
Wolfcamp shale formation. 
 
Mineral component Ki (GPa) 
Calcite 73.3 
Dolomite 94.9 
K-feldspar 37.5 
 
Plagioclase 76.0 
Quartz 37.8 
Illite 60.0 
Kerogen 2.9 
Pyrite 142.7 
  
 
2.2.4 Analysis of completion quality (CQ)   
I defined the CQ as a composite classification that integrates the RQ classification 
with the SP classification. The CQ represents an integrated rock classification that can be 
used to make decisions on the selection of candidate zones for fracture initiation and 
containment in completions design. I applied a conjunction operator which combines the 
four RQ and the four SP classes via  
.CQ RQ SP    (2.38) 
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The output of the conjunction operator is a knowledge-based system with four CQ classes 
(i.e., CQ1, CQ2, CQ3, and CQ4). Figure 2.3 illustrates how this conjunction operator 
works. CQ1 represent rocks with high RQ and low stress gradient. CQ2 include depth 
intervals with low RQ and low stress gradient. CQ3 and CQ4 represent the rocks types 
with high stress gradient, with high and low reservoir qualities, respectively.   
 
 
Fig. 2.3—The workflow used for completion quality classification through combining 
the RQ and SP classification results. 
 
2.3 Field Example: The Wolfcamp Formation    
I applied the proposed integrated rock classification technique to a well located in 
the Wolfcamp formation of the Delaware basin. The Wolfcamp formation has an average 
thickness of 609 m (2000 ft.), and consists of interbedded siliclastic mudrocks and 
carbonates. The porosity ranges from 4% to 10%, and the total organic content in the 
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organic rich facies is between 2 wt.% to 4 wt.% (Azike et al., 2014; Rafatian and Caspan, 
2015). The Wolfcamp formation can be subdivided into three major intervals designated 
as upper, middle, and lower Wolfcamp. These Wolfcamp intervals are characterized by 
heterogeneous rock properties and geologic complexity. Hence, a good understanding of 
their variability is essential for an optimized completion and stimulation design. The 
knowledge of the geologic attributes and geomechanical properties such as the minimum 
in-situ stress would improve the identification of target intervals for fracture stimulation, 
and fracture barriers (Malik et al., 2013). The following sections include geologic 
description of the Wolfcamp formation, and the results and discussions on the assessment 
of the TOC, petrophysical, compositional and geomechanical properties. The results of 
the four classification schemes based on geologic facies, RQ, SP, and CQ in the Wolfcamp 
formation are also presented. 
 
2.3.1 Geologic description 
The Delaware basin originated in the Proterozoic era and persisted throughout the 
Paleozoic era, initially as part of the Tobosa basin, and then as a component sub-basin of 
the Greater Permian basin (GPB) in west Texas and the southeastern New Mexico (Hill, 
1984). Other component sub-basins in the GPB include the Midland basin and the central 
basin platform.  The Delaware basin has a deposition of shales with high organic contents 
because of the slight restriction of marine circulation in the basin through much of the 
Paleozoic era (Hill, 1984). The geologic formations of the Permian in the Delaware basin, 
from youngest to the oldest in geologic age includes the Leonardian, Wolfcampian and 
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Pennsylvanian formations. The Leonardian formation consists of the Avalon, first, second, 
and third Bone Spring formations, while the Wolfcampian formation consists mainly of 
the Wolfcamp shale formation. Fig. 2.4 shows the stratigraphic chart of the Delaware 
basin formations. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4—Chronostratigraphic chart of the Delaware basin. 
 
2.3.2 Results and discussion 
Fig. 2.5 shows the results of the TOC assessment using the logR technique for 
the upper Wolfcamp interval, and Fig. 2.6 shows the results of the TOC assessment for 
both the middle and lower Wolfcamp intervals.   
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Fig. 2.5—Upper Wolfcamp: Assessment of TOC using logR technique. Tracks from left 
to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Track 3: gamma ray; Track 4: 
compressional slowness/ deep resistivity overlay; Track 5: neutron porosity/ deep 
resistivity overlay; Tracks 6-7: estimates of TOC and core TOC measurements. 
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Fig. 2.6—Middle and Lower Wolfcamp: Assessment of TOC using logR technique. 
Tracks from left to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Track 3: gamma ray; 
Track 4: compressional slowness/ deep resistivity overlay; Track 5: neutron porosity/ deep 
resistivity overlay; Tracks 6-7: estimates of TOC and core TOC measurements. 
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Track 6 (in both Figs. 2.5 and 2.6) show results of the depth-by-depth estimates of the 
TOC and the comparison with the core TOC measurements when assessment was carried 
by overlaying sonic and deep resistivity curves. Track 7 (in both Figs. 2.5 and 2.6) shows 
similar results for the assessment carried out by overlaying neutron porosity and deep 
resistivity curves. Both TOC estimates in Tracks 6 and 7 (in both Figs. 2.5 and 2.6) show 
a good match with the core TOC measurements. The TOC estimates in the upper 
Wolfcamp interval show a better match to the core measurements compared to the middle 
and lower Wolfcamp intervals. These TOC estimates were used in calculating the 
volumetric concentration of kerogen using the two approaches mentioned earlier. 
Fig. 2.7 shows the core-derived correlation between the weight concentration of 
TOC, WTOC, and core volumetric concentration of kerogen, Vkerogen. This correlation was 
used in the first approach for estimating the depth-by-depth volumetric concentration of 
kerogen. In the second approach, I estimated the volumetric concentration of kerogen 
using Equation 2.4. Fig. 2.8 shows the comparison between the estimates of the volumetric 
concentrations of kerogen. The results suggests that the volumetric concentration of 
kerogen obtained from the two approaches were in good agreement. I observed a good 
match between the estimated Vkerogen, which demonstrates that the assumed TOC of 0.8 
was a good approximation for the Wolfcamp shale formation. Vkerogen estimates were used 
in the multimineral solver as a constraint. 
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Fig. 2.7—Correlation between weight concentration of TOC from core pyrolysis 
experiments, and volumetric concentration of kerogen from core XRD analysis.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8—Comparison of depth-depth estimation of the volumetric concentration of 
kerogen using the two approaches including core data correlation and conversion of the 
weight concentration of TOC. 
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The regional mineral correlations for the three Wolfcamp intervals were also used 
as constraints to the multimineral solver. Figs. 2.9a and 2.9b show the Upper Wolfcamp 
regional mineral correlations between calcium feldspar and potassium feldspar, and 
between calcite and calcium feldspar, respectively. For the middle Wolfcamp, I used 
empirical correlations between illite and potassium feldspar, as well as correlations 
between dolomite and calcium feldspar, as constraints. For the lower Wolfcamp, I used 
empirical correlations between calcium feldspar and quartz, as a constraint. Fig. 2.10 
shows the estimated TOC, mineral concentrations, porosity, and water saturation for the 
three depth intervals in the Wolfcamp formation. Table 2.3 summarizes the absolute errors 
in well-log-based estimates of compositional and petrophysical properties compared to 
core measurements. The absolute error (i.e., Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)) was 
calculated via 
2
1
1
,
i i
n
est core
i
error x x
n 
    (2.39) 
where n is the total number of available measured/estimated points, x is the parameter of 
interest (i.e., petrophysical and compositional properties), xest is the well-log-based 
estimate, and xcore is the core measurement. The error in estimates of volumetric 
concentration of dolomite was due to the absence of magnesium weight concentration in 
ECS logs and the associated non-uniqueness of the results. I quantified the impact of 
including dolomite and the uncertainty related to the presence of dolomite on the well-
log-based estimates of petrophysical and compositional properties. The last column on 
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Table 2.3 shows the comparison of the errors in the well-log-based estimates of mineral 
composition for an additional case where dolomite was not included as a mineral 
component in the multi-mineral model. The removal of dolomite leads to approximately 
0.6% decrease of absolute errors in estimates of quartz, clay, and potassium feldspar 
volumetric concentrations, and approximately 2.5% increase of absolute errors in 
estimates of calcite and calcium feldspar volumetric concentrations. The results confirmed 
that the impact of uncertainty estimates of dolomite on the results of multi-mineral 
analysis was not significant. 
 
Table 2.3—Absolute errors in well-log-based estimates of compositional and 
petrophysical properties compared to core measurements. 
 
Mineral / Petrophysical 
properties 
Absolute errors with 
Dolomite, % 
Absolute errors without 
Dolomite, % 
Quartz 17.8 16.5 
Clay 14.7 13.4 
Calcite 17.7 19.2 
Dolomite 17.6 -- 
Plagioclase 9.7 12.7 
K-Feldspar 2.9 2.3 
Pyrite 2.7 3.2 
TOC 1.5 1.5 
Total porosity 4.4 4.4 
Water saturation 27.8 27.8 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.9—Upper Wolfcamp: Correlation between volume concentrations obtained from 
XRD measurements for (a) plagioclase and potassium feldspar, and (b) plagioclase and 
calcite. These mineral correlations are applied as constraints in the multi-mineral model, 
to reduce the non-uniqueness of estimated properties. 
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Fig. 2.10—Wolfcamp formation: Conventional well logs and estimates of petrophysical and compositional properties. Tracks 
from left to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Tracks 3-7: gamma ray, apparent resistivity logs, neutron porosity 
/bulk density, PEF, and compressional slowness. Tracks 8-14: estimates of volumetric concentrations of minerals; Tracks 15-
17: estimates of TOC, total porosity and water saturation. 
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Fig. 2.11a compares the dynamic horizontal Poisson’s ratio, νhor, to the dynamic 
vertical Poisson’s ratio, νver, measured from triaxial tests. For the depths of core tested in 
the Wolfcamp shale intervals, I observed that νver is greater than or equal to νhor. Since the 
aforementioned observation is in agreement with the prediction of ANNIE model that ver 
≥ hor, then the ANNIE model approximations can be applied in the estimation of the 
stiffness coefficients (Quirein et al., 2014). I estimated the dynamic stiffness coefficients 
for the core data for the Wolfcamp shale formation cores from the measured 
compressional- and shear-wave velocities. I also estimated the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients C11, C12, and C13 using the sequence of equations for the ANNIE (Equations 
2.14 and 2.15), and the modified ANNIE model (Equations 2.16 through 2.18) 
approximation models. Fig. 2.11b compares the actual core stiffness coefficient C11 to the 
ANNIE stiffness coefficient C11. The resulting core-calibrated correction parameter k1 in 
the modified ANNIE model (Equation 2.16) for the cores for the Wolfcamp shale is 1.1, 
which is almost similar to the original ANNIE model assumption value of 1. In the analysis 
by Quirein et al. (2014), a general value of 1.1, was also obtained for k1 using a combined 
dataset of cores from the Bakken, Bazhenov, and Niobara shales (Murphy et al. 2015). 
Fig. 2.11c compares the actual core stiffness coefficient C13 to the actual core stiffness 
coefficient C12. The resulting core-calibrated correlation correction parameter k2 in the 
modified ANNIE model (Equation 2.18) for the cores for the Wolfcamp shale is 0.96. 
Similarly, in the analysis by Quirein et al. (2014), a general value of 0.8, was obtained for 
k2 using the combined dataset of cores from the Bakken, Bazhenov, and Niobara shales 
(Murphy et al. 2015). 
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Fig. 2.11d shows the correlation between the estimated anisotropy parameters  
and for the cores for the Wolfcamp shale. The resulting core-calibrated correlation 
correction parameter k3 in the further modified ANNIE model (Equation 2.19) for the 
cores for the Wolfcamp shale is 1.5. Murphy et al. (2015) analyzed additional dataset from 
Monterey, Northsea, Lockatong (Vernik and Liu, 1997), as well as dataset from Barnett, 
Eagle Ford, and Haynesville shales (Sone, 2012), and obtained a general value of 0.93 for 
the parameter k3.  Fig. 2.11e shows the relationship between the static and dynamic shear 
moduli, while Fig. 2.11f shows the relationship between the static and dynamic 
compressional moduli, for the Wolfcamp shale. The empirical correlations derived from 
these relationships were used to convert the estimated dynamic stiffness coefficients to 
static stiffness coefficients.  
Fig. 2.12 shows the acoustic logs, estimates of volumetric concentrations of 
minerals, and estimates of the geomechanical properties and estimates of the stress 
gradient in the upper Wolfcamp shale interval. I assumed a pore pressure gradient of 11.76 
MPa/km (Friedrich and Monson, 2013) to estimate the pore pressure in the three 
Wolfcamp intervals. To assess stress gradient, I assumed uniaxial strain and integrated the 
density log to estimate the overburden stress. I observed no significant variation between 
the fast and slow shear waves (Track 4 of Fig. 2.12), and consequently no difference 
between the dipole shear moduli (C44 = C55) as shown in Track 6 of Fig. 2.12, in the upper 
Wolfcamp interval. However, I observed that the horizontal shear modulus is higher than 
the dipole shear moduli (C66 > C44 = C55) in some depth intervals in the top and lower 
sections of the upper Wolfcamp. This observation indicates that the formation is exhibiting 
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VTI anisotropy at these depth intervals. Track 8 of Fig. 2.12 compares the C66 estimated 
using the Stoneley-wave slowness against those estimated using the further modified 
ANNIE model. The differences in the C66 estimates are larger in the depth sections where 
the effect of anisotropy is more dominant. Track 10 of Fig.  2.12 compares the stress 
gradient obtained using stiffness coefficients estimated from the ANNIE, modified 
ANNIE, and the further modified ANNIE models. The ANNIE model provided the 
smallest values for the minimum horizontal stress gradient compared to the estimates from 
the modified ANNIE, and the further modified ANNIE models.   
Fig. 2.13 shows the acoustic logs, estimates of volumetric concentrations of 
minerals, and estimates of the geomechanical properties and the stress gradient for the 
three intervals in the Wolfcamp shale formation. The stiffness coefficients were estimated 
using modified ANNIE model. I observed that intervals characterized by high gamma ray 
response and high TOC, exhibit VTI anisotropy (C66 > C44 = C55). I also observed that the 
anisotropic Biot’s parameters were not equal and maintain values of less than one at depth 
intervals exhibiting VTI anisotropy, in Track 9 of Fig. 2.13. The estimates of the 
anisotropic horizontal stress gradients shown in Track 10 of Fig. 2.13 quantify the stress 
contrast at different intervals in the Wolfcamp formation. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Fig. 2.11—Wolfcamp shale cores- (a) comparison of dynamic measurements of 
horizontal Poisson’s ratio, νhor, to the vertical Poisson’s ratio, νver, (b) comparisons of 
actual core stiffness coefficient C11 to the ANNIE stiffness coefficient C11, (c) 
comparisons of actual core stiffness coefficient C13 to the actual core stiffness 
coefficient C12, (d) correlation between the estimated anisotropy parameters  and (e) 
linear relationship between the static and dynamic shear moduli, and (e) linear 
relationship between the static and dynamic compressional moduli. 
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Fig. 2.12—Upper Wolfcamp formation: Well-log-based estimates of geomechanical properties. Tracks from left to right 
include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Track 3-4: gamma ray, slowness (compressional-, shear-, and Stoneley-wave); 
Track 5: estimates of volumetric concentrations of minerals; Track 6-8: estimates of elastic stiffness coefficients; Track 9: 
well-log-based estimates of mineral modulus; Track 10: comparison of the of minimum horizontal stress pressure gradient 
estimated using stiffness coefficients estimated from the ANNIE model (ShAni_Grad_ANNIE), modified ANNIE model 
(ShAni_Grad_MANNIE), and further modified ANNIE models (ShAni_Grad_FMANNIE). 
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Fig. 2.13—Wolfcamp formation: Well-log-based estimates of geomechanical 
properties. Tracks from left to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Track 
3-4: gamma ray, slowness (compressional-, shear-, and Stoneley-wave); Track 5: 
estimates of volumetric concentrations of minerals; Track 6-7: estimates of elastic 
stiffness coefficients; Track 8: well-log-based estimates of mineral modulus; Track 9: 
estimates of horizontal and vertical Biot’s coefficients; Track 10: estimate of minimum 
horizontal stress pressure gradient using the modified ANNIE model approximation; 
Track 11: comparison of anisotropic stress gradient estimated using the modified 
ANNIE model approximation and assuming 2% increase (ShAni_Grad_High-Vf), and 
2% decrease (ShAni_Grad_Low-Vf) in drilling fluid velocity, Vf. 
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As explained in the method section, uncertainties in the assumed values for Vf  
could affect C66 estimates. Fig. 2.14a shows the sensitivity of C66 estimates to Vf  when 
C66 is estimated using Equation 2.10. I observed that when Vf  varies in the range of -2% 
to +2%, the corresponding change in C66 is about -23% to +44%. Track 11 in Fig. 2.13 
shows the resulting uncertainty range in estimates of anisotropic stress gradient caused by 
uncertainty in assumed values of Vf. I observed an average relative change of 9% and 3% 
in the minimum horizontal stress gradient, when Vf is increased and decreased by 2%, 
respectively. Although the C66 estimates can be significantly affected by Vf assumptions, 
uncertainty in Vf values do not significantly affect estimates of minimum horizontal stress 
gradient. Reliable estimates of Vf through in-situ measurements can further improve the 
minimum horizontal stress gradient evaluation. The uncertainty in Stoneley-wave 
slowness measurements can also cause uncertainty in estimates of the minimum horizontal 
stress gradient. A sensitivity analysis showed that a 2% and 5% noise on Stoneley-wave 
slowness measurements, result in an average relative change of 3% and 5% in the 
minimum horizontal stress gradient, respectively. Fig. 2.14b summarizes the relative 
change in the minimum horizontal stress gradient with a ±2% variation in drilling fluid 
velocity, Vf, horizontal shear modulus, C66, Stoneley-, compressional-, fast shear-, and 
slow shear-wave slowness, respectively. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.14—(a) Sensitivity of stiffness coefficient (C66) estimates to changes in the 
drilling fluid velocity, Vf, and (b) sensitivity of minimum horizontal stress to ±2% 
variation in drilling fluid velocity, Vf, horizontal shear modulus, C66, Stoneley–, 
compressional–, fast shear–, and slow shear–slowness, respectively. 
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The three main categories of lithology types, identified from detailed core 
descriptions and thin section petrography, include limestones, mudstones, and siltstones. 
These general lithology types were further classified into six geologic facies taking into 
account the geologic attributes in the core descriptions. The six geologic facies include (a) 
silty mudstones, (b) calcareous mudstones, (c) dolomitic siltstones, (d) argillaceous 
siltstones, (e) calcareous argillaceous siltstones, and (f) argillaceous limestones. Fig. 2.15 
shows the mineral composition (Track 3) and the comparison of the well-log-based 
characterization of geologic facies (Track 5) to the core-based characterization of geologic 
facies (Track 4) in the upper, middle, and lower Wolfcamp intervals. I observed that the 
well-log-based classification provides similar facies as the core-based classification, 
despite the high heterogeneity in the formation. Fig. 2.16 compares the estimates of TOC, 
water saturation, total porosity, and weight concentrations of calcite, illite and quartz in 
the identified geologic facies. The highly variable vertical distribution of the petrophysical 
and compositional properties in each geologic facies is indicative of the significant vertical 
heterogeneity in the formation.  
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(a) (b) 
  
 
 
 
 
(c)  
 
Fig. 2.15—Wolfcamp formation: (a) upper (b) middle, and (c) lower Wolfcamp 
intervals. Tracks from left to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: zonation; Track 3: 
estimates of volumetric concentrations of minerals; Tracks 4: core-based 
characterization of geological facies; Track 5: well-log-based characterization of 
geological facies.  
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Geologic Facies 
1. Silty mudstones 
2. Calcareous mudstones 
3. Dolomitic siltstones 
4. Argillaceous siltstones 
5. Calcareous argillaceous siltstones 
6. Argillaceous limestones 
  
(a) (d) 
  
(b) (e) 
  
(c) (f) 
Fig. 2.16—The distribution of estimated petrophysical and compositional properties: 
(a) TOC (b) total porosity, (c) water saturation, (d) weight concentration of calcite, (e) 
weight concentration of illite, and (f) weight concentration of quartz in the six geologic 
facies identified in the Wolfcamp formation. 
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Fig. 2.17 shows the result of the integrated rock classification in the Wolfcamp 
formation.  Track 7 of Fig. 2.17 the core-based characterization of geologic facies. Track 
8 of Fig. 2.17 shows the depth-by-depth well-log-based characterization of the geologic 
facies. Track 9 of Fig. 2.17 shows the RQ classifications (RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4). 
Table 2.4 summarizes the petrophysical and compositional properties for each rock class 
based on RQ. Organic richness is a key factor in successful production from organic-rich 
mudrocks. The porosity variation was indeed not significant in different rock types and 
not a strong contributor to rock quality identification. I observed that TOC has a stronger 
correlation (about 67%) with the rock classes based on RQ, compared to the other input 
properties (i.e., porosity and water saturation) which have a correlation of about 62% with 
the rock classes based on RQ. A good agreement was observed between the rock classes 
based on RQ (Track 9 of Fig. 2.17) and the well-log-based characterization of the geologic 
facies (Track 8 of Fig. 2.17).  
 
Table 2.4—Petrophysical and formation properties of the four rock classes based on 
reservoir quality (RQ) in the Wolfcamp formation. 
 
Reservoir (RQ)  
Rock Class 
TOC 
(wt.%) 
Total Porosity 
(V/V) 
Water Saturation 
RQ1 3.56±0.48 0.10 0.40±0.01 
RQ2 3.43±0.50 0.05 0.69±0.04 
RQ3 1.85±0.69 0.09 0.64±0.01 
RQ4 0.82±0.07 0.09 0.95±0.01 
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Track 10 of Fig. 2.17 shows the four SP zones, SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4, identified 
in the Wolfcamp formation. Table 2.5 summarizes the average stress gradients for each 
rock class, obtained by averaging the estimated minimum horizontal stress gradient within 
each rock class. Track 10 of Fig. 2.17 illustrates the estimates of the minimum horizontal 
stress gradient overlain by the average stress gradient. The upper Wolfcamp depth interval 
have the lower average stress gradients. Some intervals in the middle and the lower 
Wolfcamp formation experiences higher average stress gradients. 
 
Table 2.5—Average minimum horizontal stress gradient of the four rock classes based on 
stress profile (SP) in the Wolfcamp formation. 
 
Stress Profile (SP) Rock Class Average Minimum Horizontal Stress Gradient, MPa/km 
SP1 13.0 
SP2 14.0 
SP3 15.5 
SP4 17.5 
 
Track 11 of Fig. 2.17 shows the four CQ classifications (CQ1, CQ2, CQ3, and 
CQ4). Table 2.6 summarizes the recommendations for each CQ rock class. The rock class 
CQ1 is the suggested candidate for fracture initiation because it is characterized by a 
combination of high RQ, and low stress gradient. The rock class CQ4 is recommended for 
fracture containment because they are characterized by a combination of high stress 
gradient, and low RQ. The selection of the rock classes CQ2 and CQ3 for completions 
will depend on the properties of the zones above and below these rock classes. Other 
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factors such as production data, where available, and overall cost of the hydraulic fracture 
treatment designs, are also key contributors to the selection of completions target zones.  
 
Table 2.6—Attributes of the completion quality (CQ) classification. 
 
Completion Quality 
(CQ) Rock Class 
Considerations for completion design 
CQ1 Intervals characterized with a combination of high RQ and low 
average stress gradient. Good candidate for fracture initiation 
and propagation, with expected productivity. 
CQ2 Intervals characterized with low RQ and low average stress 
gradient. Potential candidate for fracture initiation and 
propagation, if located close to intervals with high RQ.  
CQ3 Intervals characterized with high RQ and high average stress 
gradient. Potential candidate for fracture containment. 
CQ4 Intervals characterized with low RQ and high average stress 
gradient. Good candidate for fracture containment.  
 
There can be uncertainties in assessment of stress gradient due to the assumption 
made for the calculations and the inevitable uncertainty in measurements. To investigate 
the impact of such possible uncertainties in stress gradient estimates on the rock 
classification results, 5% random Gaussian noise was added to the well-log-based 
estimates of stress gradient. I then applied SP and CQ rock classification using the data 
with additional synthetic uncertainty. The implemented 5% noise had no impact on the SP 
and CQ rock classification results. 
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Fig. 2.17—Wolfcamp formation: Rock classification results. Tracks from left to right include, Track 1: depth; Track 2: 
zonation; Tracks 3-5: gamma ray, apparent resistivity logs, and neutron porosity/bulk density; Track 6: estimates of volumetric 
concentrations of minerals; Tracks 7: core-based characterization of geologic facies; Track 8: well-log-based characterization 
of geologic facies; Track 9: reservoir quality (RQ) classes; Track 10: stress profile (SP) represented by the minimum horizontal 
stress gradients and average stress gradient;  Track 11: completion quality (CQ) classes with integrated reservoir quality and 
stress gradient properties for completions design. 
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2.4 Conclusions    
I introduced an integrated rock classification technique that takes into account SP 
in the formation as well as RQ for selecting the best zones for completion. The introduced 
rock classification method is designed based on four classification schemes including (a) 
geologic facies, (b) RQ, (c) SP, and (d) CQ. I applied the introduced technique to a well 
from the Wolfcamp formation. The geologic attributes of the formation, petrophysical and 
geomechanical properties, estimated from well logs, were used in the analysis for the four 
classification schemes. The results of the geologic facies classification demonstrates the 
high vertical heterogeneity of the formation, and showed good agreement with the rock 
classes based on RQ at most depth intervals. I evaluated the influence of the uncertainty 
associated with drilling fluid velocity, Stoneley slowness, and C66, on the estimation of 
the minimum horizontal stress. The minimum horizontal stress gradient has a relative 
change of 9% and 3%, 5% and 11%, and 0.2% and 0.2%, in the presence of 2% variation 
in drilling fluid velocity, Stoneley slowness, and C66, respectively. The resulting stress 
gradient indicated stress contrasts which are important for the identification of target zones 
for fracture initiation and containment.  
Based on the quantified SP and RQ, I finally characterized the depth-by-depth CQ 
of the upper, middle, and lower Wolfcamp. I proposed that the interval in the middle of 
the upper Wolfcamp, which was characterized by high RQ, low stress gradient, and 
thickness of about 76 m (250 ft.), was ideal for initiation of fractures that will propagate 
through most of the upper Wolfcamp interval and the top of the middle Wolfcamp. I also 
proposed that the intervals in the center of the middle Wolfcamp, and bottom of the lower 
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Wolfcamp formations are ideal as barriers for fracture containment, because these 
intervals were characterized by contrasting high stress gradients and low RQ. The 
resulting recommendations for completions design from the proposed integrated rock 
classification can be justified using production data, if available. The production data can 
be further used to quantify the efficiency of the perforations and overall well productivity 
in the formation. 
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CHAPTER III  
MECHANICAL DAMAGE CHARACTERIZATION IN PROPPANT PACKS USING 
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS 
 
The strength and conductivity of proppant packs are key parameters for assessing 
their performance. Mechanical damage in the propping agents, leading to compaction and 
crushing, significantly reduces the conductivity of the proppant pack. Mechanical damage 
of proppants is usually analyzed using crush tests. However, measurements from these 
tests remain questionable because of discrepancies in procedures and test results. 
Therefore a need emerges to develop techniques for characterizing the properties and 
mechanical damage in proppant packs.  
In this chapter, I introduced a new technique based on interpretation of acoustic 
measurements using a granular effective media model, to quantify mechanical damage in 
propping agents. I performed uniaxial compression tests in the laboratory and measured 
the compressional- and shear-wave velocities in proppant packs loaded at axial stress 
ranging from 10 MPa to 110 MPa. After unloading the tests in which maximum axial 
stress of 28, 55, 69, 97 and 110 MPa were applied, I conducted sieve analysis on the 
proppant packs. An effective medium theory based on the Hertz-Mindlin granular contact 
model was applied to approximate the effective elastic properties. I then calibrated the 
                                                 
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Mechanical Damage Characterization in Proppant 
Packs Using Acoustic Measurements” by Aderibigbe A.A, Chen Valdes, C., Heidari, Z., and Fuss, T. 
Paper IPTC-18092-MS presented at the International Petroleum Technology Conference, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, 10–12 December. Copyright 2014 by the Society of Petroleum Engineers. 
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model using the elastic properties estimated from the experimental measurements to 
characterize the mechanical damage of the proppant packs. 
I observed that the increase in grain-to-grain contact, as the axial stress increases, 
results in compaction and crushing in the proppant pack. The compaction, elastic and 
plastic behavior in the stress-strain profile of the proppant pack were in agreement with 
the analysis of fines generated at different stress levels. The combined effect of 
compaction and crushing resulted in a reduction of porosity, and consequently decrease in 
the compressional- and shear-wave velocities of the proppant pack. The Hertz-Mindlin 
model showed a good approximation of the effective elastic properties estimated from the 
acoustic-wave velocities when calibrated with the pressure-dependent grain contact and 
the fraction of non-slipping grains as parameters. I demonstrated that the calibrated 
parameters can be correlated with the mechanical damage in the proppant pack The 
characterization of mechanical damage in proppant packs can improve design of the 
propping agents and quantification of proppant performance. Furthermore, the laboratory 
procedure can be extended to the use of borehole acoustic measurements in providing a 
real-time in-situ assessment of proppant performance. 
 
3.1 Introduction  
Proppants are used to create conductive pathways for reservoir fluids by keeping 
the fractures open during hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments. The application of 
proppants in stimulation treatments is largely influenced by properties such as 
permeability, conductivity, and resistance to crush. The reduction in fracture conductivity 
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is usually associated with proppant failure and fines migration. The failure of proppants 
can occur as a result of geochemical reactions and/or mechanical damage under downhole 
conditions. Raysoni and Weaver (2012) studied the effect of chemical reactions between 
proppants and the formation, and showed that geochemical reactions can cause loss of 
permeability and deterioration of proppant strength.  
Mechanical damage of proppants is analyzed using the American Petroleum 
Institute (API) standardized crush test (API RP-56, 1983). The crush testing procedure 
was originally established to provide guidelines on procedures and equipment used in 
testing and evaluating sand used in hydraulic fracturing operations. This procedure was 
superseded by the API RP-19C procedure which specifically describes the testing 
procedures for evaluating proppants used in in hydraulic fracturing and gravel-packing 
operations (API RP-19C, 2008). Several authors documented their studies on the crush 
test (Raysoni and Weaver, 2012; Stephens et al., 2006). Some of the studies (Palisch et 
al., 2010; Getty and Bulau, 2014; Liang et al., 2015) addressed the efficiency and 
shortcomings of these procedures. The arguments and discrepancies highlighted by these 
studies indicate that there is still room for improving the technology in studying the 
mechanical damage in proppant packs.  
Brannon (2013) in his patent, demonstrated the use of a modified API/ISO 
proppant crush test to measure the acoustic behavior of various proppant materials during 
stress application. The test results showed that certain materials, such as glass beads and 
ceramic proppants, can cause detectable sound emissions with applied stress. Simo (2013) 
also proposed a new proppant crush test approach to determine the failure stress of 
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proppants, and quantified the changes in failure stress for varying concentrations of 
different types of proppants. 
Mechanical damage that leads to compaction and crushing is studied for sands by 
measuring ultrasonic velocities. Biot (1962) reformulated his previously established 
theory of propagation of elastic waves to unify the relationship between the mechanics of 
deformation and the propagation of acoustic waves in saturated porous media. Wyllie et 
al. (1958) also showed that pressure and porosity strongly influence velocity in 
consolidated sand and unconsolidated aggregates. Fortin et al. (2007) carried out 
ultrasonic measurements on sandstone samples under hydrostatic loading to measure the 
variations in compressional- and shear-wave velocities, and how these velocites were 
affected by cracking and reduction in porosity. Fawad et al. (2011) also studied the 
changes in porosities and ultrasonic velocities with increasing stress for dry sand 
aggregates using uniaxial mechanical compaction tests. Their work showed the effect of 
grain size, shape, sorting and mineralogy on the variations in porosities and velocities of 
the sand aggregates.  
Elastic properties can be estimated from compressional- and shear-wave velocities 
calculated from acoustic measurements. The elastic properties of unconsolidated sands are 
usually studied using the effective medium models for granular media (Avseth and 
Bachrach, 2005; Dutta et al., 2010). Effective medium theory approaches such as Hertz-
Mindlin model (Mindlin, 1949) is often used to derive the effective elastic moduli of 
packings of identical and spherical granular materials. This model combines the Hertzian 
contact model, which is used to estimate the normal (compressional) stiffness for two 
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identical spheres, and the Mindlin contact model which is used to estimate the tangential 
(shear) stiffness of the spheres (Deng et al., 2011; Mavko et al., 2009).  
Zimmer (2003) investigated the relationship between the ratio of compressional- 
to shear-wave velocities and pressure as a result of pre-consolidation and sorting in 
unconsolidated sands. This work showed that the Hertz-Mindlin model overestimated the 
shear moduli and underestimated the pressure dependence of the moduli and velocities of 
the unconsolidated sands, when compared to experimental data from ultrasonic 
measurements. The discrepancy was attributed to the inability of the model to account for 
rotation of grains and slip at their boundaries. Zimmer (2003) applied a modified Hertz-
Mindlin model which assumes that there is no friction between the grains (hence the 
tangential stiffness is negligible). The result obtained was a reasonable match between the 
model and experimental results. A similar study on unconsolidated beach sand carried out 
by Bachrach et al. (2000) also showed differences of the actual values of velocities and 
Poisson’s ratio estimated from the Hertz-Mindlin model with experimental data from 
seismic measurements. The differences observed in their study were attributed to the 
angularity of the sand grains and the assumption of no slip at the grain contacts. These 
differences were modified by introducing an average angularity parameter and assuming 
slip at the grain contacts. 
Previous publications documented applications of effective medium models for 
assessment of elastic properties in rocks and unconsolidated sands. However, effective 
medium models have not been applied in the assessment of elastic properties of proppant 
packs. Kurz et al. (2013) used stress-strain analysis to determine the elastic properties of 
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proppant packs. They compared the stiffness exhibited by testing Ottawa sand, resin-
coated sand, and lightweight ceramic proppant. In this chapter, I applied Hertz-Mindlin 
effective medium model to investigate the elastic properties of proppant packs, with the 
aim of correlating these elastic properties to mechanical damage in the proppants. The 
conventional standard crush test (API RP19C, 2008) is conducted mainly to obtain the 
percentage of crush at certain pressures. This test does not allow the investigation of 
proppant behavior over a wide range of pressure variation. The use of acoustic 
measurements to characterize proppants under uniaxial compression enables 
quantification of the effects of proppant behavior such as compaction, crushing, and 
change in porosity, over a range of pressure. This technique also enables the estimation of 
mechanical properties such as the elastic moduli of the proppant pack. The assessment of 
proppant behavior and mechanical properties is pertinent to understanding proppant pack 
conductivity, and improving the selection of proppants in hydraulic fracturing treatment 
design. 
The objectives of this chapter include (a) to study experimentally the mechanical 
damage of proppants by conducting uniaxial compression tests, (b) to investigate variation 
in porosity and the sensitivity of acoustic measurements to both compaction and crushing 
in proppant pack, (c) to apply the Hertz-Mindlin model to estimate the effective elastic 
properties of proppant packs, and (d) to quantify mechanical damage in proppant packs 
using interpretation of the acoustic measurements and the Hertz-Mindlin model. The 
following sections describe the method, the results from the laboratory experiments and 
analytical model, and the conclusions. 
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3.2 Method   
The introduced workflow included both experimental and analytical methods. For 
the experiments, I designed and carried out uniaxial compression tests for proppant packs. 
After unloading the samples from the compression tests, I carried out sieve analysis to 
measure the crush percentage in the proppant pack. In the analytical method, the Hertz 
Mindlin model was used to estimate the effective elastic properties of the proppant pack. 
I then compared the model to experimental data and introduced pressure-dependent 
calibration parameters to obtain a good agreement of the model to the experimental data. 
The proppants used in the experiments were bauxite-based intermediate density proppants, 
sieved and sized to 20/40 ASTM mesh. Other properties of the proppants are listed in 
Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1—Properties of proppants. 
 
 Value Unit 
Roundness / Sphericity  0.90 - 
Bulk density 1.88 g/cc 
Specific gravity 3.20 - 
 
 
3.2.1 Experimental method 
3.2.1.1 Ultrasonic tests  
I carried out uniaxial compression tests to investigate the sensitivity of acoustic 
measurements to mechanical damage in proppants. The uniaxial compression tests was 
conducted on different sets of samples of the same type of proppant. I placed a stainless 
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steel cylindrical sample holder with an internal diameter of 2.54 cm between loading 
platens which have a built-in pair of ultrasonic transducers. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the 
assembly of the ultrasonic transducers and the proppant sample holder. The ultrasonic 
transducers enabled measurement of compressional- and shear-wave velocities using the 
pulse transmission technique. For each test, I weighed 15 g of proppant, and placed it in 
the sample holder. I gently tapped the proppants to obtain a flat surface at the top of the 
proppant pack. The proppant loading corresponds to an areal concentration of about 3 
g/cm2 (6 lb/ft2). The same procedure and consistency was applied for sample preparation 
in all the cases to ensure consistent initial porosity of the proppant pack. I assumed a dense 
random pack arrangement of proppant grains. The initial porosity was calculated from the 
difference of proppant volume and the total volume occupied in the container.    
A square-wave pulser-receiver was used to excite the acoustic transducer source 
with a pulse that propagates through the proppant pack to the receiver transducer. I 
monitored the waveform and amplitudes using a digital oscilloscope, and then exported 
and recorded them for signal processing to obtain the travel time of the compressional- 
and shear-waves. Fig. 3.2 shows the digital oscilloscope and the square-wave pulser-
receiver used in the experiments.  
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Fig. 3.1—Transmitting and receiving transducers for ultrasonic measurements of the 
proppant pack during the uniaxial compression tests. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2— Experimental set-up showing the digital oscilloscope on the left, and the square 
wave pulser-receiver on the right. 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 shows the assembly of the ultrasonic transducers and the proppant sample 
holder placed into a triaxial rock testing system. An incremental axial stress was applied 
to the proppant pack along the vertical axis at a constant stress rate of 13.8 MPa/min (2000 
psi/min) till maximum stress of 28, 55, 69, 97 and 110 MPa was reached for each test. In 
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the experimental setup, uniaxial strain conditions were assumed since the lateral 
deformations were constrained by the stainless steel cylinder. I measured the deformation 
caused by mechanical loading of the proppant pack using two-linear variable differential 
transformers (LVDT), to quantify the axial strains at different stress levels. The axial 
strains were then used in estimating the change in porosity of the proppant pack.  
I made initial reference measurements of the first wave arrival time by placing the 
ultrasonic transducer platens in a head-to-head configuration. The reference measurements 
were subtracted from the first arrival time for each test. I then calculated the 
compressional- and shear-wave velocities via 
prop
p
p
h
V
t


 (3.1) 
and 
prop
s
s
h
V
t


,            (3.2) 
where Vp and Vs are the compressional- and shear-wave velocities, respectively, hprop is 
the height of the proppant pack at different stress increments, and Δtp  and Δts are the travel 
times of the compressional- and shear-wave velocities, respectively.  
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Fig. 3.3—Experimental set-up for the triaxial rock testing system used for the uniaxial 
compression test, with inset showing ultrasonic sensors and stainless steel cylinder holding 
the proppants. 
 
For homogenous and elastic materials, the dynamic bulk and shear moduli were estimated 
from the compressional- and shear-wave velocities as 
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and 
2 ,d sV    (3.4) 
where kd  and d are the dynamic bulk and shear moduli, respectively, and is the dry bulk 
density of the proppant pack. The dry bulk density of the proppant pack was estimated via 
(Das, 1941) 
 1 ,sG     (3.5) 
where Gs  is the specific gravity of proppant grains and is the porosity of the proppant 
pack. 
 
3.2.1.2 Sieve analysis  
After completing the mechanical tests at different maximum stress (i.e., 28, 55, 69, 
97 and 110 MPa), I conducted sieve analysis for each proppant pack. US standard sieves 
with sieve numbers 16 (1.18 mm), 30 (0.60 mm), 50 (0.30 mm), 100 (0.15 mm), 170 (0.09 
mm), and 230 (0.06 mm), were stacked in a mechanical sieve shaker as shown in Fig. 3.4. 
The sieves with the larger openings (i.e., with lower sieve numbers) were placed above 
the ones having smaller opening sizes (i.e., higher sieve numbers), and the pan was placed 
at the bottom of the stack. I carefully transferred the content (i.e., proppants) from the 
cylindrical test cell into the sieve stack. The mechanical sieve shaker was then run for 10 
minutes to ensure the separation of the crushed proppants. After the separation, I removed 
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the sieve stack from the shaker, and weighed all the contents retained on each sieve. The 
procedure was repeated twice for proppant packs loaded to each maximum stress. I 
calculated the weight percent of crushed proppants based on the weight of proppant 
material that is smaller than the specified range of the proppant size (i.e., 40 mesh size).  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4—Mechanical sieve used for sieve analysis of proppant pack after the uniaxial 
compression test. 
 
3.2.2 Analytical method  
3.2.2.1 Theoretical basis for the Hertz-Mindlin effective medium model   
Effective medium theory based on the Hertz-Mindlin granular contact model can 
be applied to predict the average effective elastic properties of a granular pack of spheres. 
In a two-particle system where two identical spheres are in contact, the force existing 
between the spheres over the contact area can be decomposed into two force components. 
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The two force components are the normal contact force, Fn, and the tangential contact 
force, Ft.  Fig. 3.5 shows a schematic of normal and tangential displacement acting on the 
contact area of a two-particle system. R is the sphere radius, while  and  are the 
displacements along the unit vectors normal and tangential to the contact area, 
respectively.  
 
 
Fig. 3.5—Normal and tangential displacement acting on the contact area of a two-particle 
system (Modified from Mavko et al., 2009). 
 
The relationship between the force components and the displacements are given as 
(Norris and Johnson, 1997) 
,n nF S    (3.6) 
and  
,t tF S    (3.7) 
where Sn and St are the normal and tangential stiffness values, respectively. 
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The effective bulk moduli, Keff, and shear moduli, eff, of a granular pack of spheres can 
be expressed in terms of the normal and tangential stiffness (Winkler, 1983) via 
 1
,
12
eff n
C
R
K S



  (3.8) 
and 
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where C is the coordination number (average number of contacts per sphere) and is the 
porosity of the spheres pack. The coordination number, C, is often expressed as a function 
of porosity using empirical correlations such as the Murphy (1982) relation (Zimmer, 
2003), given by  
24exp( 2.557 ) 0.37 .C     (3.10) 
 In the Hertz contact model, the radius of contact area, an, between two identical spheres 
is given as  
 
1 3
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 
 
   (3.11) 
where and are the shear modulus and Poisson ratio of the grain material, respectively. 
If an effective pressure, P, is applied to a granular pack of spheres, the normal confining 
force between the two spheres is given by   
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Hence, substituting Equation 3.12 into Equation 3.11, leads to 
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(3.13) 
Mindlin (1949) showed that slip may occur at the contact surface if the spheres are 
first pressed together, and afterwards tangential force is applied. Hence, the contact 
stiffnesses (i.e., Sn and St), which depend on geometric and material properties of the 
spherical grains were given by 
4
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  (3.14) 
and 
8
,
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
  (3.15) 
where at can be interpreted as the radius of the frictionally locked region of contact (Dutta 
et al., 2010; Saul et al., 2013).  
Therefore, substituting Equations 3.14 and 3.15 into Equations 3.8 and 3.9, for the 
Hertz-Mindlin (HM) model, the effective bulk modulus, KHM, of a dry, random, identical-
sphere packing is given by (Winkler, 1983; Mavko et al., 2009) 
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while the effective shear modulus, , of a dry, random, identical-sphere packing is given 
by  
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(3.17) 
The Hertz-Mindlin model originally assumes that there is friction between the grains, 
hence no slip occurs. If the spheres are assumed to be frictionless (i.e., slip occurs), 
tangential stiffness is negligible and the shear modulus is only dependent on the normal 
stiffness. In this condition, Equation 3.16 remains the same, while Equation 3.17 can be 
written as (Zimmer, 2003; Mavko et al., 2009) 
3
.
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   (3.18) 
If only a fraction of the grains have perfect adhesion (i.e., no slip occurs) and the remaining 
fraction is frictionless, then Equation 3.17 can be expressed as (Bachrach and Avseth, 
2008; Mavko et al., 2009) 
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(3.19) 
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where ft is the fraction of grain contacts having no slip because friction occurs (tangential 
stiffness is not negligible), while the fraction (1-ft) have no friction at grain contacts (zero 
tangential stiffness).  
I computed the dynamic bulk and shear moduli for the experimental data using 
Equations 3.3 and 3.4. I then estimated the different values of parameter C in Equation 
3.16, by applying the least squares method (Stigler, 1981), to minimize the difference 
between the bulk moduli from the experimental data and the effective bulk moduli 
estimated from the Hertz-Mindlin model. I applied a constraint of C ≤ 12 to the method, 
because a hexagonal close pack has the highest possible coordination number, C, of 12 
(Mavko et al., 2009; Dutta et al., 2010). Similarly, I applied the least squares method to 
estimate the different values of parameter ft in Equation 3.19, such that the shear moduli 
estimated from the Hertz Mindlin model was in good agreement with the experimental 
data. I then investigated how the parameters C and ft varies with the effective pressure 
(i.e., the applied axial stress), porosity, and compressional velocity. I also investigated the 
correlation between the weight percentage of crushed proppants, Wc, determined from the 
sieve analysis, the coordination number, C, and the fraction of grain contacts with friction, 
ft.  
 
3.2.2.2 Estimation of grain elastic moduli   
The shear modulus, , and Poisson ratio, , of the grain material are input 
parameters required in the estimation of the effective bulk and shear moduli using the 
Hertz-Mindlin model. I estimated the elastic moduli (i.e., the shear and bulk moduli) of 
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the proppant material from the mineral composition of the proppants using the Voigt-
Reuss-Hill (VRH) average and the Hashin-Shtrikman-Walpole (HSW) bounds. I then 
calculated the Poisson’s ratio of the proppant material using the shear modulus and bulk 
modulus, K, via 
 
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The VRH (Hill, 1952) average was used to obtain the initial estimate of the elastic moduli 
of the proppant material using Equations 2.32 through 2.34.  
The HSW bounds (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963; Walpole, 1966) were used to 
estimate the upper and lower limit values of the bulk and shear moduli of the proppants. 
HSW bounds give the narrowest possible range for an isotropic linear elastic composite. 
For cases where there are only two constituents, the bounds are given as  
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where the properties of the two components are represented by the subscripts 1 and 2, 
KHS+ and KHS- are the upper and lower bounds of the bulk moduli, respectively, HS+ and 
HS- are the upper and lower bounds of the shear moduli, respectively, Km and m are the 
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maximum bulk and shear moduli for the upper bound, and for the lower bound, Km and m 
are the minimum bulk and shear moduli.  For the case of the proppant material, which is 
a mixture of more than two components, the general form of the HSW bounds (Berryman, 
1995; Mavko et al., 2009) given by was applied 
 max ,HSK    (3.23) 
 min ,HSK    (3.24) 
  max max, ,HS K     (3.25) 
and 
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and 
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where Kmin and Kmax are the minimum and maximum bulk moduli of the individual 
constituents, respectively, and min and max are the minimum and maximum bulk moduli 
of the individual constituents, respectively. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussions 
Fig. 3.6 shows the stress-strain relationship of the proppant pack during uniaxial 
compression where a maximum axial stress of 110 MPa was applied. I observed that as 
the axial stress increased, compaction occured, which caused an increase in stiffness. At 
high axial stress levels (i.e., about 70 MPa in this case), the deformation of the proppant 
pack transitioned from an elastic behavior to a plastic behavior. Fig. 3.7 shows the weight 
percentage of crushed proppants estimated from the sieve analysis when maximum axial 
stresses of 28, 55, 69, 97 and 110 MPa were applied to the proppant pack. I compared the 
stress-strain behavior of the proppant packs against the results of the sieve analysis. I 
observed that there was no significant crushing when the axial stress was below 20 MPa. 
This observation can be explained by the compaction region shown in Fig. 3.6. At axial 
stress of above 70 MPa, the weight percentage of crushed proppants increased 
significantly. This observation can also be explained by the transition region where the 
deformation changed from the elastic to plastic behavior. 
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Fig. 3.6—Stress-strain relationship of proppant pack, under maximum axial stress of 110 
MPa, and the regions where compaction, elastic and plastic behavior occurs. The black 
dotted line represents the stress limit below which compaction effect is dominant. The 
black dashed line represents the stress limit above which plastic behavior is dominant. 
 
Fig. 3.8 shows the distribution of the percentage of fines passing through the 
selected sieves for each test where the proppants packs were loaded to maximum axial 
stresses of 28, 55, 69, 97 and 110 MPa.  The effect of crush was first observed in the sieve 
number 30 (0.6 mm), which was the intermediate sieve size for the 20/40 proppants used 
in the experiment. As the applied axial stress increased, the amount of crushed proppants 
passing the sieve number 30 increased.   
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Fig. 3.7—The weight percentage of crushed proppants when maximum axial stresses of 
28, 55, 69, 97 and 110 MPa are applied to the proppant packs. The weight percentage of 
crushed proppants increases significantly when the deformation in the proppant pack 
changes from the elastic to plastic behavior. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8—Distribution of the percentage of fines passing through the selected sieves for 
each test. The increase in crush is first observed in the percentage of fines passing through 
sieve number 30 (0.6 mm). 
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Fig. 3.9 shows a comparison of the compressional- and shear-wave velocities in 
the proppant pack for uniaxial compression tests performed up to an axial stress of 110 
MPa. I observed an increase in velocity as the axial stress increased. The initial increase 
in velocity can be attributed to the increment in the grain-to-grain contact area that occurs 
as a result of compaction of the proppant pack. As the axial stress further increased, the 
grain-to-grain contact caused deformation at the grain contacts which led to crushing. 
 
 
Fig. 3.9—Compressional- and shear-wave velocities of proppant packs during uniaxial 
compressional tests where maximum axial stress of 110 MPa was applied to the proppant 
packs. The increase in velocity as the axial stress occurs as a result of compaction and 
crushing of the proppant pack. 
 
Fig. 3.10 shows the change in porosity as the axial stress increased. The initial porosity of 
the proppant pack was 37.5%. The porosity decreased from 37.5% to 34.8% due to the 
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increase in applied stress from 0 to 110 MPa. The combined effects of compaction and 
crushing in the proppant pack resulted in a reduction in porosity and consequently an 
increase in compressional- and shear-wave velocities through the proppant pack.  
 
 
Fig. 3.10—Change in porosity of the proppant pack with increase in the applied axial 
stress during uniaxial compression test. 
 
Figs. 3.11a, 3.11b and 3.11c show relationships between the coordination number, 
C, and the effective pressure, porosity, and compressional velocity respectively. The 
exponential correlations and the fitting parameters for C-effective pressure, C-porosity, 
and C-compressional velocity are shown in Equations 3.30 through 3.32.  
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2
2 ,
y
eC x   (3.31) 
and  
3
3 ,
py VeC x  (3.32) 
respectively, where x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, and y3 are fitting parameters. The fitting parameters 
were estimated using the least square regression analysis. In Fig. 3.11b, the C-porosity 
relation given by Murphy (1982) was also plotted for comparison against the correlation 
obtained from the fit of the experimental data. I observed that the new C-porosity relation 
correlation given by Equation 3.31 shows a better prediction of the coordination number 
than the Murphy (1982) correlation.  The effective (axial) pressure is the only external 
force applied to the system. Hence, the effective bulk moduli were estimated assuming the 
exponential relationship between the coordination number and effective pressure. The 
correlation between the coordination number and porosity can introduce increased 
uncertainties because the porosity cannot be measured directly. Fig. 3.12 shows a 
comparison of dry bulk moduli from the experimental data against the effective bulk 
moduli estimated using Hertz-Mindlin model, as a function of the applied axial stress. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 3.11—Correlations between coordination number, C, and (a) effective pressure 
(i.e., the applied axial stress), (b) porosity, the black dotted lines demonstrates the 
contact numbers predicted by Murphy (1982) for the porosities of the samples, and 
(c) compressional velocity, of the proppant pack.  
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Fig. 3.12—Comparison of experimental and analytical (using Hertz-Mindlin model) 
estimates of bulk modulus. 
 
The effective shear moduli were estimated using Equation 3.17, and also the 
coordination numbers calculated from Equation 3.30, at the corresponding applied axial 
stresses. Fig. 3.13 shows a comparison of the dry shear moduli from the experimental data 
against the effective shear moduli estimated using the Hertz-Mindlin model, as a function 
of the applied axial stress. I observed that the Hertz-Mindlin model (shown by the dotted 
line in Fig. 3.13) overestimates the shear moduli when compared to the experimental data. 
This large discrepancy was due to the assumption of no slip (friction) throughout the 
grains. 
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Fig. 3.13—Comparison of experimental and analytical (using Hertz-Mindlin models) 
estimates of shear modulus. The dotted, dashed, and solid lines represent estimates of 
shear modulus when no slip, slip, and a fraction of slip are assumed in the Hertz-Mindlin 
model, respectively. 
 
I applied the Hertz-Mindlin zero friction model (Equation 3.18), in which all the 
grain contacts were assumed to be frictionless. I observed that the Hertz-Mindlin zero 
friction model (shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3.13) only shows good agreement with 
the experimental data at axial stresses below 50 MPa. At higher effective stress, the Hertz-
Mindlin zero friction model underestimates the shear moduli. Hence, the assumption that 
all the grain contacts are frictionless was not valid. Therefore there is a need to account 
for the fraction of grain contacts with friction, ft.  
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I used the shear moduli from the experimental data to fit the effective shear moduli 
estimated from the modified Hertz-Mindlin model in Equation 3.19, and obtained the 
different values of ft at the corresponding axial stress. Figs. 3.14a, 3.14b and 3.14c show 
relationships between the fraction of grain contacts with friction, ft, and the effective 
pressure, porosity, and compressional velocity respectively. The exponential correlations 
and the fitting parameters for ft -effective pressure, ft -porosity, and ft -compressional 
velocity are shown in Equations 3.33 through 3.35.  
1
1 ,t
b Pa ef   (3.33) 
2
2 ,t
ba ef   (3.34) 
and 
3
3 ,
p
t
b V
a ef   (3.35) 
respectively, where a1, b1, a2, b2, a3, and b3 are fitting parameters. The fitting parameters 
were estimated using the least square regression analysis. The pressure-dependent 
parameter, ft, from Equation 3.33 was used in estimating the effective shear moduli. The 
resulting modified Hertz-Mindlin model (shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.13) shows a 
good agreement with the shear moduli calculated from the experimental data. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 3.14— Correlation between fractions of grain contacts with friction (no slip), ft, 
and (a) effective pressure (i.e., the applied axial stress), (b) porosity, and (c) 
compressional velocity, of the proppant pack.  
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Fig. 3.15a shows a power-law relationship (Equation 3.36) between the weight 
percentage of crushed proppants, Wc, and the coordination number, C. The observed 
increase in the coordination number occured as the axial stress increased. The increase in 
axial stress resulted in the increase in the average number of contacts per each proppant 
particle. The resulting increase in grain-to-grain contact caused crushing at the grain 
contacts.  
4
4
y
cW x C  (3.36) 
Fig. 3.15b shows a power-law relationship (Equation 3.37) between the weight percentage 
of crushed proppants, Wc, and the fraction of grain contacts with friction, ft. The increase 
in the weight percentage of crushed proppant occurred as a result of the increase in the 
friction between the grains contact, as the axial stress increased. Hence, the weight 
percentage of crushed proppants can be quantified from the fraction of grain contacts with 
friction.  
4
4
b
c tW a f  (3.37) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.15—Correlation between the weight percentage of the crushed proppants and (a) 
the coordination number, C, and (b) the fraction of grain contacts with friction (no slip). 
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3.4 Conclusions 
I conducted uniaxial compression tests to characterize mechanical damage in 
proppant packs. The test included ultrasonic measurements which enabled the calculation 
of the dry elastic properties of proppant packs from the compressional- and shear-wave 
velocities. The stress-strain profile showed the regions of compaction, elastic and plastic 
behavior, when a maximum stress of 110 MPa was applied to the proppant pack. The 
stress-strain profile was in agreement with the results from the sieve analysis carried out 
on the proppant packs at corresponding stress levels. In the compaction region, no 
significant crushing of the proppant pack occurred. However, the amount of fines 
generated from crushing increased by about 50% in the region where the stress-strain 
profile changed from elastic to plastic behavior. The original porosity of the proppant pack 
was reduced by about 7% for the tests when a maximum axial stress of 110 MPa was 
applied. Both compressional- and shear-wave velocities of the proppant packs increased 
by over 100% due to compaction and crushing, when the maximum axial stress applied 
increased from 10 MPa to 110 MPa.  
The dry bulk and shear moduli, estimated from the compressional- and shear-wave 
velocities of the proppant packs, also increased with the increase in applied axial stress. I 
used the Hertz- Mindlin effective medium model to estimate the effective bulk and shear 
moduli of the proppant pack. I calibrated the Hertz-Mindlin model by taking into account 
the effects of grain contact using the coordination number, C, and the fraction of grain 
contacts with friction, ft, parameters. I also investigated porosity-dependent, pressure-
dependent, and compressional velocity-dependent correlations for the coordination 
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number and the fraction of grain contacts with friction parameters. I demonstrated that the 
pressure-dependent correlations improved the prediction of the effective bulk and shear 
moduli of the proppant pack when the Hertz-Mindlin model was applied. I also 
demonstrated that the coordination number and the fraction of grain contacts with friction 
can be correlated to the weight fraction of crushed proppants. Therefore, the Hertz- 
Mindlin model can be applied in the interpretation of elastic property measurements of 
proppant packs, by incorporating the coordination number and the fraction of grain 
contacts with friction parameters. The correlations based on the coordination number and 
the fraction of grain contacts with friction, can be used to characterize the mechanical 
damage in proppant packs. The Hertz-Mindlin model assumes identical, homogeneous, 
isotropic, and elastic spherical grains. These assumptions may introduce limitations in the 
application of Equations 3.36 (i.e., correlating weight fraction of crushed proppants to 
coordination number) and 3.37 (i.e., correlating weight fraction of crushed proppants to 
fraction of grain contacts with friction), when proppants are crushed into much smaller 
grains at high axial stress conditions. Furthermore, the introduced method was applied on 
one type of proppant sieved to size 20/40 and with sphericity of 0.9. The experimentally 
derived coefficients in Equations 3.30 through 3.35 may vary depending on characteristics 
such as the type, size, and sphericity of the proppants. Hence, future research will include 
quantifying the effects of proppant characteristics on the coordination number and the 
fraction of grain contacts with friction parameters. The characterization of mechanical 
damage in proppants is of great significance in selection of proppants in completion 
design, to ensure a satisfactory proppant performance. 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLES MIXED WITH PROPPING 
AGENTS IN ENHANCING NEAR-WELLBORE FRACTURE DETECTION 
 
Reliable evaluation of proppant placement in hydraulic fractures is challenging 
because there are environmental and regulatory concerns about existing techniques which 
use radioactive tracers. Recent research investigations have shown the potential for the 
application of nanoparticles as contrast agents for reservoir characterization and advanced 
reservoir surveillance. This chapter demonstrates a new technique for using nanoparticles 
as contrast agents mixed with proppants that can enhance borehole geophysical 
measurements, such as magnetic susceptibility, thereby improving the near-wellbore 
detection of proppants in hydraulic fractures. The experimental approach used in this 
chapter consists of (a) synthesizing paramagnetic nanoparticles, and (b) carrying out a 
series of magnetic susceptibility core logging measurements, in the presence of the 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles (i.e., with a core/shell structure with size of 60 nm–70 
nm) mixed with proppants.  
The results of laboratory experiments showed that the relative enhancement of the 
volume susceptibility of the fractured zones depend on factors such as the type of 
proppants (e.g., magnetic versus non-magnetic proppants), the concentration of 
                                                 
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Application of magnetic nanoparticles mixed with 
propping agents in enhancing near-wellbore fracture detection” by Aderibigbe A., Cheng, K., Heidari, Z., 
Killough, J., Fuss, T., and Stephens, W., 2016. Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering, 141, 133-
143, Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier. 
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nanoparticles in the injected solution, and the volume of nanoparticle solution and 
proppants. The use of magnetic nanoparticles lead to a significant enhancement in the 
detection of fractures, even with widths as small as 0.3 cm. This detection technique can 
be applied in the field by using the borehole magnetic susceptibility tools for pre-
fracturing and post-fracturing measurements in open-hole wells. 
 
4.1 Introduction  
In hydraulic fracturing, proppants are used to create conductive pathways for 
reservoir fluids by keeping the created fractures propped open. The success of a hydraulic 
fracturing stimulation process will largely depend on creating fractures that have 
geometries that are as close as possible to the model design geometry in the target zone. 
It is therefore necessary to have a good understanding of the location and geometry of the 
fractures generated by the treatment. This valuable information can be used to calibrate 
fracture models, design better hydraulic fracturing treatments, plan future workovers and 
infill drilling, and improve the reservoir characterization used in calculating fracture 
performance and recovery from the fractured wells. 
Radioactive tracers have been used to evaluate the effectiveness of a hydraulic 
fracturing treatments. In this method, the fracturing fluid and proppants are tagged to give 
an indication of the propped height. The gamma rays emitted by these radioactive isotopes 
are detected and measured by gamma ray spectroscopy when the well is logged across the 
interval of the fracturing job (Gadekea et al., 1991; Gadeken and Smith, 1986). Some of 
the limitations of this method are the relatively short half-life of the tracers, the depth of 
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investigation of the gamma ray tools, and, most importantly, environmental and regulatory 
concerns on the use of radioactive materials. McDaniel et al. (2009) introduced another 
nuclear technique to address the environmental and safety concerns associated with the 
use of radioactive tracers. In this technique, resin-coated proppant is incorporated with a 
taggant that becomes radioactive when irradiated by a neutron source downhole, for a 
period sufficient for detection by spectrum and natural gamma ray detectors. Some 
limitations of this technique include its dependence on having uniform and known 
concentration of taggant, logging speed, tool design (location of source and detectors), and 
shorter depth of investigation (McDaniel et al., 2009). Saldungaray et al. (2012) proposed 
another nuclear method and applied it in the field to determine fracture height. The method 
uses a high thermal neutron capture compound (HTNCC) taggant incorporated in the 
proppant. The compensated neutron tool (CNT) or pulsed neutron capture (PNC) tool are 
used to detect the presence of HTNCC by comparison of pre-fracturing and post-fracturing 
logging runs. In some cases, only the post-fracturing CNT log can be run, and the near to 
far detector ratios, as well as the detector count rates can be used to determine the presence 
of the proppants. Some limitations of these techniques could be the effect of borehole 
environments and borehole conditions, since these methods require uniform conditions of 
measurement.  
In this work, superparamagnetic nanoparticles are used as contrast agents to tag 
the proppants. The presence of the proppants can therefore be detected by logging tools 
sensitive to the magnetic properties of the nanoparticle agents. The injection of 
nanoparticles with proppants or proppants containing magnetic nanoparticles to detect 
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location of hydraulic fractures has been previously introduced (Barron et al., 2012; Crews 
et al. 2010; Huh et al. 2014; Potter et al., 2011; Schmidt and Tour, 2012). However, 
sensitivity of borehole geophysical measurements to the presence of these contrast agents 
in the fractures has not been quantified yet. Magnetic nanoparticles have been used 
successfully in medicine and biomedicine for targeted drug delivery and as contrast agents 
in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Research studies in the petroleum industry have 
been investigating the development of nanoparticles as contrast agents for reservoir 
characterization and advanced reservoir surveillance. Some of the ongoing research 
studies are investigating the use of nanoparticles as contrast-enhancing agents to enhance 
traditional data acquisition methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 
controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) surveys. Rahmani et al. (2013) carried out 
numerical simulations of magnetic permeability measurements and showed the value of 
using superparamagnetic nanoparticles as magnetic contrast agents in crosswell 
electromagnetic tomography.  Barron (2010) described research efforts by the Advanced 
Energy Consortium (AEC) to investigate a downhole magnetic susceptibility (MS) tool 
that can detect proppants tagged with superparamagnetic nanoparticles.  
The superparamagnetic nanoparticles have a relatively higher magnetic 
susceptibility than the natural environment of the formation, hence, when pumped with 
proppants during hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments, they can act as contrast agents 
that highlight the fracture and detect the location of the proppants. In field applications, 
magnetic susceptibility measurements can be made using a borehole magnetic 
susceptibility tool. The magnetic susceptibility tool can be deployed with stand-alone 
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telemetry or in combination with a commercial logging toolstring. It is built with both 
high and low resolution sensors. The high resolution sensor has a 12 cm vertical resolution 
and a 3 cm depth of investigation, while the low resolution sensor has a 40 cm vertical 
resolution and a 40 cm depth of investigation (Robinson et al., 2008). Robinson et al., 
(2008) also documents additional information about the magnetic susceptibility tool’s 
dimensions and operating specifications.   
Previous studies showed the potential of magnetic susceptibility measurements for 
rock characterization and identification of oil-bearing intervals (Ali et al., 2013; Potter, 
2007; Potter et al., 2011). Morrow et al. (2015) conducted laboratory experiments and 
compared the relative magnetic susceptibility of mixtures of magnetic nanoparticles and 
proppants against the magnetic susceptibility of shale core samples. They estimated the 
amount of magnetic nanoparticles required per well to achieve detection above the shale 
samples. However, the effect of fracture width and volume of investigation of the 
magnetic susceptibility sensors, which is important in the detection of propping agents 
was not taken into account in Morrow et al.’s publication.  In this study, I investigate the 
possibility of using mixtures of nanoparticles and proppants to characterize fractured rock 
samples using magnetic susceptibility measurements. 
 
4.2 Principles of Magnetic Susceptibility and Magnetic Properties of Materials   
Magnetic susceptibility can be explained simply as the measure of the ability of 
materials to be magnetized when exposed to a magnetic field. It is defined as the ratio of 
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the magnetization induced in a sample, M, to the intensity of the applied magnetization 
field, H, via 
,M H  (4.1) 
Magnetic susceptibility can be expressed either as volume susceptibility, κ, or as a mass 
normalized susceptibility, χ. The volume susceptibility is a dimensionless quantity in the 
SI system of units. The mass susceptibility is equal to the volume susceptibility divided 
by density and has units of cubic meters per kilogram in the SI system of units (Dearing, 
1994).  
The measure of magnetic susceptibility of most materials varying depending on 
their magnetic structure. The three basic groups of magnetic materials are diamagnetic, 
paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic materials (Hrouda et al., 2009). Diamagnetic materials 
have a weak and negative susceptibility, and are repelled by the applied magnetic field. 
Common diamagnetic materials include silver, copper and gold. Examples of diamagnetic 
minerals include quartz, plagioclase, calcite and water. Paramagnetic materials have a low 
and positive susceptibility, and are weakly attracted by the applied magnetic field.  
Common paramagnetic materials include magnesium, molybdenum, lithium, and 
tantalum. Examples of paramagnetic minerals include biotite, chlorite, mica and olivines. 
Both diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials do not retain the magnetic properties when 
the magnetic field is removed.  
Ferromagnetic materials have a high and positive susceptibility, and are strongly 
attracted by the applied magnetic field.  Unlike the other groups of magnetic material, 
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ferromagnetic materials retain the magnetic properties when the magnetic field is 
removed. Common ferromagnetic materials include iron, cobalt, and nickel. Examples of 
ferromagnetic minerals include magnetite, hematite, ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and maghaemite.  
The bulk magnetic susceptibility measurements of rocks depend on the mineralogy and 
geochemical components, and are enhanced by the presence of magnetic materials in the 
rock (Benz, 2012). Apart from the basic groups of diamagnetism, paramagnetism, and 
ferromagnetism, superparamagnetism is another form of magnetism. This form of 
magnetism occurs in small ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic materials such as 
nanoparticles. Superparamagnetic materials have a much larger magnetic and positive 
susceptibility than paramagnetic materials. However, like paramagnetic materials, they 
attracted by the applied magnetic field, and the net magnetization is zero when the 
magnetic field is removed.  
Fig. 4.1 shows the relationship between magnetization and the intensity of the 
inducing magnetization field for diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic materials. 
Ferromagnetic materials generate a magnetic hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 4.1. The 
saturation magnetization is the state reached when the magnetization of a material cannot 
increase further in response to the increase in the applied magnetization field (Hrouda et 
al., 2009).  
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Fig. 4.1—Schematic representation of the relationship between induced magnetization, 
M, and the intensity of the inducing magnetization field, H, for diamagnetic, paramagnetic, 
and ferromagnetic materials. 
 
4.3 Method   
Synthesized superparamagnetic nanoparticles are characterized to determine their 
size, chemical composition, and magnetic properties. The synthesized nanoparticles are 
then used for magnetic susceptibility core logging laboratory experiments. In this 
experiments, I investigate the use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles mixed with 
proppants as magnetic contrast agents in magnetic susceptibility measurements. 
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4.3.1 Synthesis and characterization of nanoparticles 
Carbon-coated magnetic nanoparticles were prepared using the solvothermal 
chemical approach. The size of the nanoparticles was measured using a transmission 
electron microscope (TEM), while the structural analysis was obtained using the X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) method. The saturated magnetization and magnetic hysteresis loop of 
the nanoparticles was measured using a superconducting quantum interference device 
(SQUID) magnetometer. More details about the preparation and methods of the 
characterization of the nanoparticles are discussed in a previous publication by Cheng et 
al. (2014).  
 
4.3.2 Design of magnetic susceptibility experiments 
I conducted laboratory experiments of magnetic susceptibility on outcrop samples 
from the Austin chalk formation and organic-shale rock samples from the Haynesville 
formation, which represent rocks with different mineral composition. The samples were 
cut into cylindrical cores with a diameter of 5.08 cm. I represented fractures by leaving an 
aperture between the cores while holding the cores in place using a polyolefin heat shrink 
tubing. The aperture was filled with proppants and fluids being tested. Apart from the 
shrink tubing, the sides of the samples directly facing the fractures were covered with 
Teflon tape to minimize leakage of fluids. Fig. 4.2a shows a schematic of the core 
assembly. In the experiments, the magnetic susceptibility of the core assembly was 
measured at intervals of 0.5 cm using a core loop sensor with a diameter of 8 cm, mounted 
on a multisensor core logging instrument as shown in Fig. 4.2b.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.2—(a) The fractured core assembly, and (b) Multisensor core logger with inset 
showing a core assembly being run through the magnetic susceptibility core loop sensor. 
 
Magnetic field is produced by an oscillator circuit in the core loop sensor.  An 
induced magnetic field is created, and the degree of magnetization of a material in 
response to this magnetic field is measured. The magnetic susceptibility sensor is designed 
with a calibration that ensures that the values measured will be the same on different 
measuring systems. I also calibrate the sensor before each run to eliminate any thermally 
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induced drift in the sensor. The resulting measurements are expressed as uncorrected 
volume specific magnetic susceptibilities, uncor. This uncorrected volume susceptibility 
measurements were corrected for the relative effect of the size of core samples and the 
size of the loop sensor being used, to obtain the volume specific magnetic susceptibilities, 
, via  
/ .uncor rel    (4.2) 
The relative response, uncor, has been determined experimentally by the manufacturer of 
the sensors and the relationship is given as (Bartington, 2010) 
3
3.45 ,
0.8rel l
d
D cm

 
  
 
 

 
(4.3) 
where d is the core diameter and Dl is the loop sensor diameter. 
I measured the influence of the presence of nanoparticles mixed with two types of 
intermediate proppants (IP) in fractures created in the rock samples. For the balance of 
this chapter, the proppant samples will be referred to as IP-1 and IP-2. Both types of 
proppants are bauxite-based ceramic proppants. Both proppants are non-radioactive and 
environmentally friendly. For both cores from the Austin chalk formation and organic-
shale rock samples from the Haynesville formation, I investigated the sensitivity of 
magnetic susceptibility measurements to (a) type of proppants (e.g., magnetic versus non-
magnetic proppants), (b) the concentration of nanoparticles, (c) width of the induced 
fracture that is controlled by volume of proppants and nanoparticle solution. 
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4.4 Results and Discussions 
4.4.1 Superparamagnetic nanoparticles 
The synthesized superparamagnetic nanoparticles have a size ranging from 60 nm 
to 70 nm, and a core-shell structure which consists of carbon on the shell and iron oxide 
in the core. The nanoparticles have a saturated magnetization of 33.3 emu/g and 31.8 
emu/g, when measurements are carried out at room (300 K) and subsurface temperatures 
(360 K) respectively. The minor change in saturated magnetization of about 1.47 emu/g, 
demonstrates that there is no significant loss of magnetization of the nanoparticles when 
exposed to high temperature reservoirs; hence the nanoparticles are suitable for subsurface 
applications. A previous publication by Cheng et al. (2014) includes more details about 
the results of the characterization of the nanoparticles.  
 
4.4.2 Magnetic susceptibility analysis 
4.4.2.1 Measurements on bulk nanoparticle solutions  
Nanoparticle solutions with concentrations ranging from 5 kppm to 312.5 ppm 
were placed into cylindrical sample tubes with dimensions of 1.35 cm diameter and 8 cm 
length. Each sample tube was passed through magnetic susceptibility sensors for volume 
susceptibility measurements. Fig. 4.3 shows the volume susceptibility of the 
superparamagnetic nanoparticle fluids detected for the observed length of sample, and 
how this varies with different concentrations of the nanoparticles. The peak values of the 
magnetic susceptibility measurements are plotted as a function of the concentration of the 
nanoparticles in Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.3—Magnetic susceptibility measurements of different concentrations of bulk 
superparamagnetic nanoparticle solution. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4—Peak magnetic susceptibility measurements vary linearly with different 
concentrations of bulk superparamagnetic nanoparticle solution. 
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I observe a linear correlation between volume susceptibility () and concentration 
of nanoparticles, Cn given by 
0.16 24.6 .nC    (4.4) 
 
4.4.2.2 Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to type of proppants 
Fig. 4.5 compares the magnetic susceptibility measurements of the two types of 
proppants (IP-1 and IP-2) placed in the fracture of outcrop samples from the Austin chalk 
formation. The outcrop samples were cut into cylindrical cores with a total length of 50 
cm. The cylindrical cores were then arranged to leave an aperture to represent a hydraulic 
fracture at a depth of about 20 cm as shown in Fig. 4.5. The fracture was filled with 6 g of 
proppant (IP-1 and IP-2) and deionized water. The outcrop samples from the Austin chalk 
formation consist mainly of calcite. Minerals such as calcite are classified as diamagnetic 
materials, hence they have negative magnetic susceptibilities. When I filled the fracture 
with IP-1 proppants, the measured volume susceptibility of the sample was -1.5 ×10-5 SI 
units with no indication of any change in the location of the fracture, because the proppants 
do not contain any magnetic component. After I filled the fracture with IP-2 proppants, 
the volume susceptibilities of the rock increase to 20×10-5 SI units in the location of the 
fracture. The result confirms the presence of magnetic components in IP-2 proppants, and 
also demonstrates the measurable sensitivity of the magnetic susceptibility measurements 
to the presence of the magnetic IP-2 proppants.  
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Fig. 4.5—Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to type of proppants:  
Magnetic susceptibility measurements of a fracture filled with a mixture of IP-1 proppants 
and water compared to a fracture filled with a mixture of IP-2 proppants and water.  The 
mixture of proppants and water are placed in the fracture of the calcite-rich rock sample 
as shown in the figure. 
 
4.4.2.3 Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to concentration of 
nanoparticles in fractures 
 I repeated the aforementioned procedure for magnetic susceptibility 
measurements with the fracture filled with 6 g of proppant and 2 cm3 of different 
concentrations of nanoparticle in solution (i.e., 5 kppm and 1.25 kppm).  Figs. 4.6a and 
4.6b show the measured magnetic susceptibility of the fractured calcite-rich cores in the 
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presence of nanoparticles mixed with IP-1 and IP-2 proppants in the fracture, respectively. 
The volume susceptibility at the center of the fracture of the fractured rock increases from 
approximately -1.5 × 10-5 SI units to 6 × 10-5 SI units when the fracture is filled with a 
mixture of IP-1 proppants and 5 kppm nanoparticle solution. After diluting the 
nanoparticle solution from 5 kppm to 1.25 kppm, the volume susceptibility increases from 
approximately -1.5 × 10-5 SI units to 3.5 × 10-5 SI units. When the fracture is filled with a 
mixture of magnetic proppants (IP-2) and nanoparticle solution, the presence of the 1.25 
kppm and 5 kppm solutions further increases the volume susceptibilities in the fracture 
location from 20×10-5 SI units to 22×10-5 SI units and 28×10-5 SI units, respectively. 
Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b show the measured magnetic susceptibility of the fractured 
organic-shale rock sample in the presence of nanoparticles mixed with IP-1 and IP-2 
proppants in the fracture, respectively. The length of the shale sample is 50 cm, and the 
proppants are placed in the fracture at the relative depth of 25 cm (i.e., center of the 
cylindrical core sample) as shown in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b.  I observe a high initial magnetic 
susceptibility in the organic-shale rock sample, because of the naturally high magnetic 
susceptibility of organic shale rocks. Organic shales can contain pyrite and clay minerals 
such as illite and chlorite. These minerals fall into the group that exhibit paramagnetism, 
which contribute to the overall magnetic property of the samples (Dearing, 1994).  
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(a) 
 
 
                                                                 
  
(b) 
Fig. 4.6—Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to the concentration of 
nanoparticles in the fracture, calcite-rich rock sample: The figure shows magnetic 
susceptibility measurements before and after mixing (a) IP-1 proppants and (b) IP-2 
proppants with diluted and concentrated nanoparticle solution in the fracture, respectively. 
The mixture of proppants and nanoparticle solutions are placed in the fracture of the 
calcite-rich rock as shown in the figure. 
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There is a relatively high magnetic susceptibility in the first 5 cm section of the 
shale samples compared to the rest of the shale sections. I observe concentration of pyrite, 
which contributes to the increase in magnetic susceptibility in this section as shown in Fig. 
4.7. When IP-1 proppants are mixed with a 5 kppm nanoparticle solution, the presence of 
the nanoparticles causes the volume susceptibility of the fractured rock to increase from 
19×10-5 SI units to 27×10-5 SI units. After diluting the nanoparticle solution from 5 kppm 
to 1.25 kppm, the volume susceptibility in the fractured rock only increases from 19×10-5 
SI units to 21×10-5 SI units. When the magnetic proppants (IP-2) are mixed with a 5 kppm 
nanoparticle solution, the presence of the nanoparticles further increases the volume 
susceptibilities of the fractured rock from 37×10-5 SI units to 43×10-5 SI units.  After 
diluting the nanoparticle solution from 5 kppm to 1.25 kppm, the volume susceptibility in 
the fractured rock only increased from 37×10-5 SI units to 39×10-5 SI units.  
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the results of the sensistivity of the volume 
susceptibility measurements to the concentration of nanoparticles in solution.  
 
Table 4.1—Summary of the assumed experimental parameters and the results for 
laboratory experiments on mixture of IP-1 proppants and nanoparticle solution. 
 
Concentration of 
nanoparticle solution, 
kppm 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured calcite-rich 
sample, 10-5 SI units 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured organic-shale 
sample, 10-5 SI units 
0 -1.5 19 
1.25 3.5 21 
5.0 6 27 
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(a) 
 
   
(b) 
Fig. 4.7—Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to the concentration of 
nanoparticles in the fracture, organic-shale rock sample: The magnetic susceptibility 
measurements before and after mixing (a) IP-1 proppants and (b) IP-2 proppants with 
diluted and concentrated nanoparticle solution in the fracture, respectively. The mixture 
of proppants and nanoparticle solutions are placed in the fracture of the organic-shale rock 
sample as shown in the figure. 
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Table 4.2— Summary of the assumed experimental parameters and the results for 
laboratory experiments on mixture of IP-2 proppants and nanoparticle solution. 
 
Concentration of 
nanoparticle solution, 
kppm 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured calcite-rich 
sample, 10-5 SI units 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured organic-shale 
sample, 10-5 SI units 
0 20 37 
1.25 22 39 
5.0 29 43 
 
The magnitude of volume susceptibility at the middle of the fracture in the core 
samples were increased by an average of 4×10-5 SI units when I added 1.25 kppm 
nanoparticle solution to the IP-1proppants. The increase in magnetic susceptibility was 
doubled to an average of 8×10-5 SI units after I added 5 kppm nanoparticle solution to the 
IP-1 proppants. The magnitude of volume susceptibilities of the rock samples only 
increased by an average of 2×10-5 SI units with the addition of 1.25 kppm nanoparticle 
solution to IP-2 proppants. The magnitude of volume susceptibilities also increased by an 
average of 8×10-5 SI units when 5 kppm nanoparticle solution was added to the IP-2 
proppants.  
 
4.4.2.4 Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to fracture width 
Figs. 4.8a and 4.8b show the measured magnetic susceptibility of the fractured 
calcite-rich and organic-shale rock samples, respectively, when the fractures are filled 
with different amounts of the IP-2 proppant and water. The mass of proppants, estimated 
fracture widths and the volume susceptibility measurements at the middle of the fracture 
in Figs. 4.8a and 4.8b are summarized in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3—Summary of the assumed experimental parameters and the results for analysis 
with varying mass of IP-2 proppants. The different mass of proppant corresponds to 
different fracture widths, hence different volumes of proppant. 
 
Mass of IP-2 
proppant, g 
Estimated 
fracture width, 
cm 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured calcite-rich 
sample, (10-5 SI unit) 
Volume susceptibility of 
fractured organic-shale 
sample, (10-5 SI unit) 
- - -1.5 19 
2 0.08 6 26 
6 0.24 20 37 
12 0.48 38 57 
 
Fig. 4.9 depicts the linear correlation between the change in magnetic 
susceptibility at center of the fracture and the mass of IP-2 proppants. I observed that with 
every addition of 2 g of IP-2 proppants, the magnitude of the volume susceptibility 
increased by an average of 6.5×10-5 SI units in the fractured core samples. Fig. 4.10 shows 
the change in magnetic susceptibility at the center of the fracture measured at different 
fracture widths. The linear correlation illustrated in Fig. 4.10 can be used to estimate the 
expected change in volume susceptibility at different average hydraulic fracture widths. I 
estimated the average propped fracture width using an approximation of 3 to 7 proppant 
diameters (King, 2010) for different sizes of proppants, and estimated the change in 
magnetic susceptibility. 
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(a) 
 
  
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.8—Sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to fracture width: Magnetic 
susceptibility measurements in a fracture filled with varying mass of magnetic proppants 
(IP-2), generating varying fracture width in (a) calcite-rich rock sample and (b) organic-
shale rock sample. 
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Fig. 4.9—Change in magnetic susceptibility measurements at the center of the fracture 
vary linearly with the mass of IP-2 proppants in the fractured rock samples. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.10—Change in magnetic susceptibility measurements at the center of the fracture 
vary linearly with fracture width. 
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The results, listed in Table 4.4, demonstrate the effectiveness of the magnetic 
susceptibility measurement in detecting propped hydraulic fracture width as small as 0.3 
cm. 
 
Table 4.4—Estimated change in magnetic susceptibility values at different fracture 
widths, in the presence of magnetic proppants. 
 
Size of 
proppant 
ISO mean 
diameter, cm 
Range of average fracture 
width, cm 
(3× proppant diameter to      
7× proppant diameter) 
Range of change in volume 
susceptibility, 10-5 SI units 
12 / 18 0.138 0.41 -  0.97 35 -  80 
16 / 30 0.098 0.29 - 0.69 25 - 57 
20 /40 0.073 0.22 -  0.51 19 - 43 
30 / 50 0.048 0.14 -  0.34 13 - 28 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I demonstrated the successful application of synthesized magnetic 
nanoparticles as contrast agents to enhance detection of hydraulic fractures when injected 
with proppants into the fractures. I conducted a series of magnetic susceptibility 
experiments on rocks with different mineral compositions including fractured calcite-rich 
and organic-shale samples.  
The results of the laboratory experiments demonstrated that the presence of 
magnetic nanoparticles in the fractures provide high sensitivity to the presence of fractures 
when used as contrast agents in magnetic susceptibility measurements. The IP-2 proppants 
showed a higher magnetic susceptibility than the IP-1 proppants. The sensitivity analyses 
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showed that the change in magnitude of the volume susceptibility is linearly proportional 
to the concentration of nanoparticle in solution, and to the mass and volume of magnetic 
proppants (IP-2 proppants).  
The volume susceptibility increased by 6.5×10-5 SI units per 2 g increase in IP-2 
proppants. The analysis also shows that the volume susceptibility increased by about 
24×10-5 SI units for fracture width as small as 0.3 cm (0.1 in). The volume susceptibility 
changes due to the presence of magnetic nanoparticles and proppants, as demonstrated in 
the laboratory measurements, can also be expected when borehole magnetic susceptibility 
logging tool is used. Expedition 340T Scientists (2012) documents datasets showing 
agreements between laboratory core magnetic susceptibility and borehole magnetic 
susceptibility log measurements. Due to the limitation of the depth of investigation of the 
borehole magnetic susceptibility tool, this technique is best suited for near-wellbore 
detection of proppant location and possible indication of the fracture height. Furthermore, 
the proposed technique is mainly applicable in open-hole wells because of the interference 
of the magnetic susceptibility measurements by steel casing in cased-hole wells.  
In summary, I have shown that the synthesized superparamagnetic nanoparticles 
can be used as contrast agents mixed with proppants to highlight the fractures and detect 
the location of proppants by magnetic susceptibility measurements. Further developments 
on this technique will lead to improvements in the determination of the hydraulic-fracture 
geometry, which is of great value in designing hydraulic fracturing treatments. 
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CHAPTER V  
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This chapter documents the summary of the main contributions of the research on 
the application of petrophysical and geophysical analysis in improvement of completions 
design in organic-rich mudrocks. The conclusions from the results in the research are 
reported, and recommendations for future research are documented.  
 
5.1 Summary 
In addressing the concern of the selection of zones for completion in pre-
completions design, I introduced an integrated rock classification technique that takes into 
account stress gradient, reservoir quality and geologic attributes of the formation. The 
workflow for the integrated rock classification method is based on four classification 
schemes including (a) geologic facies, (b) reservoir quality, (c) stress profile, and (d) 
completion quality. I obtained the geologic facies classification using core description, 
thin-section analysis and well-log measurements. The reservoir quality classification was 
obtained from petrophysical and compositional analysis. The stress profile classification 
was obtained from geomechanical analysis using appropriate model that captures the 
anisotropy in organic-rich mudrocks, and also takes into account anisotropic poroelastic 
coefficients. I applied the introduced technique to a well located in the Wolfcamp 
formation of the Delaware basin, and made recommendations for fracture initiation and 
fracture zones in the upper, middle and lower intervals of the Wolfcamp formations. 
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I developed a new technique for the characterization of mechanical damage in 
proppant packs by geophysical analysis of acoustic measurements, to address the 
challenge in selection of proppants in pre-completions design. I conducted uniaxial 
compression tests to characterize mechanical damage in proppant packs. The test included 
ultrasonic measurements which enabled the calculation of the elastic properties of 
proppant packs. Furthermore, I predicted the elastic properties of proppant packs by 
applying the Hertz-Mindlin effective medium theory for granular media. The 
interpretation of the predicted and laboratory elastic properties was used to obtain 
calibration parameters which were correlated to mechanical damage in the proppant packs. 
The characterization of mechanical damage in proppant packs can improve design of the 
propping agents and quantification of proppant performance. 
Finally, I investigated the application of magnetic nanoparticles as contrast agents 
to enhance detection of hydraulic fractures when injected with proppants into the fractures. 
This investigation addresses the post-completions challenge of detecting the location of 
hydraulic fractures after the stimulation treatment. I conducted a series of magnetic 
susceptibility experiments on rocks with different mineral compositions including 
fractured calcite-rich and organic-shale rock samples, proppants with different 
compositions, and different concentrations of nanoparticle solution.  
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5.2 Conclusions 
5.2.1 Integrated rock classification in the Wolfcamp Shale Formation based on 
geological evaluation, reservoir quality, and anisotropic stress profile estimated from 
well logs 
i. The introduced integrated rock classification technique provided a reliable 
workflow for selecting the best zones for completion in organic-rich mudrocks. 
ii. The rock classification technique represented a holistic assimilation of geologic 
attributes, geomechanical, petrophysical and compositional properties of the 
formation. 
iii. The developed workflow demonstrated the direct application of well logs for the 
determination of depth-by-depth characterization of geologic facies of the 
formation. The workflow also demonstrated the application of well-log based 
estimates for the determination of depth-by-depth reservoir quality classification 
in the formation.  
iv. Compared to previous conventional techniques, the geomechanical analysis 
workflow in this study accounted for anisotropy in organic-rich mudrocks, and 
also the effect of anisotropic Biot’s poroelastic parameters. 
v. The integrated rock classification was applied to a well in the Wolfcamp Shale 
formation. I recommended the interval in the middle of the upper Wolfcamp as a 
zone for initiation of fractures, which can propagate through most of the upper 
Wolfcamp interval and the top of the middle Wolfcamp. I also recommended that 
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the intervals in the center of the middle Wolfcamp, and bottom of the lower 
Wolfcamp formations were ideal as barriers for fracture containment.  
 
5.2.2 Mechanical damage characterization in proppant packs using acoustic 
measurements  
i. The new characterization technique demonstrated that acoustic measurements 
were sensitive to the presence of crush in proppant packs, hence can be used to 
quantify mechanical damage. 
ii. The stress-strain profile, obtained from the uniaxial compression test, was used to 
identify the regions of compaction, elastic, and plastic behavior in the proppant 
packs. 
iii. The Hertz-Mindlin effective medium approximation can be applied for the 
prediction of elastic properties of proppant packs. The results of the application 
demonstrated that the agreement between the model predictions and laboratory 
measurements from ultrasonic tests on proppant packs. 
iv. The calibration parameters of the Hertz-Mindlin model- coordination number and 
the fraction of grain contacts with friction, can be correlated to the weight 
percentage of crushed proppants. The correlations can be applied in the 
quantification of mechanical damage in proppants. 
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5.2.3 Application of magnetic nanoparticles mixed with propping agents in enhancing 
near-wellbore fracture detection  
i. The laboratory procedures developed in this study can be used to measure the 
sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility measurements to the presence of magnetic 
nanoparticles in the fractures. The design of experiments proved to be effective in 
investigating the effects of type of proppants, the concentration of nanoparticles in 
the injected solution, and the width of fractures, on magnetic susceptibility 
measurements. 
ii. IP-2 proppants showed a higher magnetic susceptibility than the IP-1 proppants. 
The type of formations (i.e., whether characterized by diamagnetic or 
paramagnetic minerals) does not affect the magnitude of change in magnetic 
susceptibility caused by the presence of nanoparticles in the fractures of the 
formation. However, the change in magnitude of the magnetic susceptibility is 
linearly proportional to the concentration of nanoparticle in solution, and to the 
mass and volume of magnetic proppants (IP-2 proppants). The volume 
susceptibility increased by 6.5×10-5 SI units per 2 g increase in IP-2 proppants.  
iii. The linear correlations can be used to predict the estimated change in magnetic 
susceptibility for different sizes of proppants. 
iv. The results of the study demonstrated that the proposed detection technique can be 
applied for near-wellbore detection of proppant location and possible indication of 
the fracture height.  
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5.3 Limitations and Recommendations 
The research in this dissertation has proposed and applied new techniques, 
measurements, and workflows for improvement of completions design in organic-rich 
mudrocks. The following section highlights some limitations of these techniques and 
workflow, and also provides possible directions to advance the technical contributions of 
the research initiated in this dissertation.  
 
5.3.1 Recommendations for the developed integrated rock classification in the 
Wolfcamp Shale Formation based on geological evaluation, reservoir quality, and 
anisotropic stress profile estimated from well logs 
i. In the geomechanical analysis, the availability of more core measurements can 
improve the application of the modified ANNIE and further modified ANNIE 
anisotropic model approximations.  
ii. Actual field tests such as minifracture and injection tests are very important for 
validating the in-situ stress predictions. These actual measurements can be used to 
measure the tectonic stresses. The prediction of depth-by-depth pore pressure can 
also reduce uncertainties associated with the assumption of constant pore pressure 
gradient in the stress profile analysis.   
iii. Since hydraulic fractures propagate perpendicular to the least principal stress, it is 
very important to take into consideration the tectonic regime which defines the 
relationship between the vertical stress and the horizontal stresses. The stress 
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profile assessment should therefore depend on the type of faulting (i.e., normal, 
strike–slip or reverse) present in the region of interest. 
iv. The overall completion quality rock classification proposed for the selection of 
candidate zones can be validated by analyzing production data. 
 
5.3.2 Recommendations for the developed technique for mechanical damage 
characterization in proppant packs using acoustic measurements 
i. Proppant diagenesis is a mechanism where under temperature and stress 
conditions, geochemical reactions occur between proppant pack and formation 
surface, which can accelerate mechanical damage in proppants. All the uniaxial 
experiments were conducted at room temperature, hence the effect of formation 
temperature conditions needs to be investigated in future studies.  
ii. All the uniaxial experiments were also conducted on dry proppant packs. Future 
experiments should include the addition of water, or fracture fluids, to simulate 
geochemical interactions between proppants and the fluid. The experiments should 
also investigate the influence of the proppant-fluid interaction on the sensitivity 
acoustic measurements. These additional conditions simulate downhole 
conditions. 
iii. The Hertz-Mindlin effective medium approximation applied in this study assumes 
identical, homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic spherical grains. Future experiments 
should include the use of proppants with varying characteristics such as the type, 
size, and sphericity of the proppants. This will enable the assessment of the effects 
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of these proppant characteristics on the coordination number and the fraction of 
grain contacts with friction parameters.  
iv. The Hertz-Mindlin model also assumes homogenous strain. Granular dynamic 
numerical simulations of uniaxial compression of spherical packs can be carried 
out in future studies to investigate the homogenous strain assumption, and study 
the influence of stress relaxation in the contact area. The calibration parameters 
used in the numerical model can be cross-validated with the experimental data. 
v. Proppant concentrations can also influence fracture conductivity. The tests 
designed in this study were carried out for only proppant concentration of 3 g/cm2 
(6 lb/ft2). Hence, further studies can include sensitivity analysis on the proppant 
concentrations.   
vi. The availability of more experimental data can be used to test the model proposed 
in this study. The additional data can also be used in generating a sensitivity chart 
with theoretical curves, which correlate the weight percentage of crushed 
proppants to the coordination and fraction of grain contacts with friction 
calibration parameters, in a single and more robust analytical model. 
 
5.3.3 Recommendations for the study on the application of magnetic nanoparticles 
mixed with propping agents in enhancing near-wellbore fracture detection  
i. The results of the experimental study can be cross validated through numerical 
simulation that models the propagation of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in a 
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hydraulic fracture, and the response of the propagation to a magnetic susceptibility 
system. 
ii. The results of numerical simulation can be further used to obtain required volumes 
of nanoparticles, and the volumes used to predict the total cost for manufacture 
and application of nanoparticles as contrast agents for hydraulic fracture detection. 
iii. The presence of steel casing, gravel-pack screens can result in interference of the 
magnetic susceptibility measurements, hence, this detection technique is currently 
recommended for open-hole completions. Future studies can investigate methods 
to correct for this interference, hence provide a wider application for the proposed 
detection technique. 
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